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AN INPUT-OUTPUT MODEL
for

THE SOUTHWEST
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

COMMISSION

Introduction
The
m. effective administration of public resources in rural
u u,lrinesota often requires local elected officials to 

eval 
-

1̀Lie the overall economic consequences of both public
41d Private actions. The evaluation of total economic
IITPact is not a simple undertaking because of the com-
qoex interrelationships between firms, households, and
vernments even in a small rural economy.

The
end t)ePartment of Agricultural and Applied Economics
sit„ thee Agricultural Extension Service at the Univer-
re,'; (11- Minnesota have undertaken the development of
eional input-output models for three of Minnesota's
41c/r)nh(Inlic Development Regions. The models were de-
vvitil'etd to provide the policymakers of these regions
que effective tools for evaluating the economic conse-
gi rlees of alternative economic development strate-
d v:', The first regional input-output model was
rtIis:9Ped for the 6-East Regional Development Com-
rtkibl?r1.1 Based on this work, regional input-output
V%e''s were also developed for the Upper Minnesota

Regional Development Commission, and the
pepo WeQ6 Regional Development Commission. This

I C..4.

SOLItr; Presents the regional input-output model for the
west Regional Development Commission.

Mift is
Regional Input-Output Model?

100nal input-output model is a detailed picture of a
tr'Lloetconomy at a specific point in time. The model ispericie ured or organized to capture the unique interde-

holds.nee that exists among a region's firms, house-
Nione„rld governments. In its simplest terms, a

q"nPut-output model is a giant accounting table
ihov

416e'- 11(3bert. Building a Nonmetropolitan Input-Output Model:
4.

1)eto,74.ota,s 
Region Six East. Technical Bulletin 313. St. Paul, min1978. 

Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Minnesota,

where the dollar value of all sales and purchases in the
region is recorded.

The building blocks of the model are the region's individ-
ual firms, households, and governments. Figure 1 illus-
trates the financial transactions which tie a firm to a
local economy. Firm A in the illustration purchases
goods and services from other firms in the region,
makes payments to households for labor provided, pays
taxes, saves, and imports those goods, services, and
labor not available in the local economy. Yet firm A sells
the goods or services it produces to other local firms,
local households, local governments, and exports the
residual to other regions. In the input-output frame-
work, households are often treated as firms which sell
labor for income, and governments as firms which sell
public services for taxes. In this system the total dollar
volume of the firm's purchases equals the total dollar
volume of the firm's sales. This identity holds because
profits are treated either as payments to households
or savings.

It is apparent that one firm's sale is another firm's pur-
chase and that a firm's purchase is another firm's sale.
This forms the interrelationships that conduct eco-
nomic changes or impacts through a local economy. The
increase in sales for a firm will directly increase its
purchases of goods and services from other firms, the
amount of labor purchased from the households, and
perhaps its tax payments to local governments. Indi-

rectly those firms from whom the first firm made its

purchases of goods or services finding their sales in-

creased, will increase their purchases of goods and

services from other firms and labor from the house-

holds. The local households finding their income in-

creased may expand their purchases from local firms,

as may local governments finding tax revenues in-

creased. Directly and indirectly the expansion in the

first firm's sales brings about a multiple increase in

sales in the local economy.

3



Figure 1. The financial transactions of a local firm'

Purchases Sales

Regional firms
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Semifinished goods

Trade
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Business services

Payments

Regional households

Savings

Government

Imports,
nonregional firms
and households

Firm A

Regional firms using
output of firm A

Regional households

Capital formation

Government

Exports,
sales to outside

firms

The problem faced by a local public official is to estimate
the total expansion effect, that is, add up the total
direct and indirect changes in sales that occur in the
local economy. Assume that a local official totaled all of
the direct and indirect sales associated with firm A's
sales. The policymaker can now form the simple ratio of
the total sales (the total direct and indirect sales) to
the direct sales. Let us call this ratio M.

M — 
Direct sales + indirect sales 

Direct sales

Assume the sales of firm A are $10 and the indirect
sales in the economy are $14, then M is 2.4.

$10 + $14 
M = = 2.4

$10

Having taken the time to collect the direct and indirect
sales information and calculate M, the local official has
created a very useful tool. Later if firm A's sales were
to increase by $37.50, the public official can easily
calculate the total impact on the local economy by mul-
tiplying the direct changes in sales by M. The total
change in sales is $90.

Total local impact = M x change in direct sales
= 2.4 x $37.50
= $90

The local official is simply saying that local firm A's pur-
chase patterns are relatively fixed and future economic
impacts will follow the same channels of interaction
previously measured. Thus once measured M can be
used over and over. M is most commonly referred to as
the economic activity multiplier or simply multiplier.

'Emerson, M. Jarvin. The Interindustry Structure of the Kansas
Economy. Report No. 21, p. 25. Topeka, KS: Office of Economic
Analysis and Planning Division, Kansas Department of Economic
Development, 1969.

Each firm, household, and local government has its own
unique set of relationships and thus its own unique irm
pact on a region's economy. From a practical point of

view it would be very cumbersome to construct an ac-
counting table that presented each firm, household,
and government individually. Such an accounting frame'
work would present information many firms and house'
holds would consider confidential. However, sue.h
detailed breakdowns are not necessary. There is sinlv
larity in both the purchase and sales patterns of firnis
producing similar products or services, households,
and local governments. For this reason it is possible to

bundle or aggregate like firms, households, and govern'
ments while losing no relevant economic information.
The result is to produce a compact manageable ac-
counting table in which confidential information is not
disclosed. A specific aggregation of like firms is re;
ferred to as an industrial sector, or simply a sector 0'
the local economy. The total number of sectors defines
the economic structure of the local economy.

Figure 2. Format of standard input-output model

SALES

BUYERS

Processing sector

1) Manufacturing

2) Trade

3) Services

Final payment

1) Household

2) Savings

3) Government

4) Imports

Final demand

1) Household

2) Capital formation

3) Government

4) Exports

The accounting format for input-output models has be:
come standardized. There are types or classes of sec
tors: (1) processing sectors, (2) final demand sectorsi

and (3) final payments sectors. In figure 2 the gener

layout of a standard input-output model is presenteui

The processing sector is the upper left hand portion

the accounting table; within it, sectors are grouped 8,,
manufacturing, presented first; trade, presented se',

ond; and service, presented last. The sector capture',

the sales and payments made between firms. The full,
payments sector located below the processing sect,°d
is the payment to household, government, savings, allre
imports. They are the payments a firm makes which ak' e
not to other firms. The final demand sectors are t",

right hand portion of the model. They are the end.useLi

that is, not used in any other local business activitY,

the goods sold in the local economy. They are the hous:

hold, local capital formation, government, and exPort4

The demands are assumed given and the remainder u5

the model captures the amount of sales and purchase
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iirleeded to fulfill these final demands. When there are
Changes in final demand the level of sales and pur-
chases in the local economy will change. The purpose of

input-output is to estimate the changes in a local
economy when there are changes in final demand.

Ihe model is limited to estimating changes in final de-
!land for sectors of the economy included in the model.
.'he structure of the local economy is measured by an

' 'Put-output model at a specific point in time. The most
Common approach is to summarize the sales and pur-
chases for one specific year. The structure of the local
economy is assumed to remain the same over time with

lY the levels of final demand changing. This means
'flat if a new firm is to be located in the local economy
kid it is in one of the industrial sectors already repre-
sented in the input-output model, the model can be used
t° estimate its impact. If the new firm is of an industry
riot represented in the input-output model, consider-
i?le modification to the basic input-output model must
,e made to estimate the firm's impact on the local
'eonomy.

ansaction Matrix:
riPst Part of Input-Output Model

The transaction matrix summarizes the dollar sales and
eUil3Lirchases that transpire among the sectors of a local
h,`"conomy. The structure of a • regional input-output
tglildel as stated before is composed of several general
hYPes of sectors, industrial, trade, services, house-
old, government, savings, capital formation, imports,

hn.d exports. Any of these general sectors can be com-

rlsed of a number of specific sectors. Table 1 is a
pren s a cti o n matrix for an illustrative economy. The
c?„vv-column defines the interactions for a particular in-
`Istrial sector. Sector A makes sales worth $10
rrliong the firms in Sector A, sales worth $15 to firms
fri Sector B, $6 to households, $1 to governments, $1
:r capital formation, mostly increases in inventories,

brld exports $9 worth of products to other regions.
rTigeacling down the column under Sector A, Sector A
fr kes $10 of purchases for other Sector A firms, $10
(Irn Sector B firms, $5 of trade services, $5 of gen-

Table t Transaction matrix for illustrative sample economy

eral services, $10 worth of labor from some local
households, saves $1, pay taxes, licenses and fees of
$5, and imports $5 from firms outside the region. The
sector's total sales and expenditures are equal.

There are two important points to remember concern-
ing the transaction tables when using a regional input-
output model.

First, the model uses net margins for the trade sec-
tors. The entries in the transaction table for the trade
sector gives only the net margin; that is, retail price
minus cost of goods sold. If this were not done, an
implicit double accounting would result and the true ex-
pansion that occurs in the economy would be exagger-
ated. An example may clarify this point. A firm in Sector
A increases production and purchases a pump from a
firm in the trade Sector C which purchases the pump
from another local manufacturer in Sector B. The pump
cost the firm in Sector A, $15; the trade firm pur-
chased the pump for $10. Now to increase production,
the first firm required the $10 pump and $5 of trade
services. If the model recorded sales and not net trade
margins, there is a $10 sale to the trade firm and a $15
sale to the final manufacturer for a recorded sale of
$25 when in real terms only $15 worth of sales oc-
curred. The net margin avoids this double accounting.
The wholesaler is treated as making a $5 sale to the
final manufacturer and the pump manufacturer is
treated as making a $10 sale to the final manufacturer.

Second, the model assumes no resource constraints,
because the local economy is assumed to import all
shortages. When the input-output model is used, it gen-
erates the level of sales in the local economy needed t 
meet a specific level of demand. If there is a local re-
source constraint or import constraint it must be im-
posed on the model by the user.

Direct Requirements Matrix:
Second Part of Input-Output Model

The direct requirements matrix is the second basic
piece of an input-output model. The direct require-

SALES

Lti Sector

cc

A B C D Household
Capital

Government formation Exports Total

Industrial
A

Trade

Service

10 15 4 5
10 5 8 4

5 3 9 5

5 3 5 1

6 1
7 2

8

4

1 9 51
1 6 43

4 2

2 0

0 36

1 21

Household
Savings
Government
Imports

10
1
5
5

7
2
4
4

4
2
2
2

2
1
1
2

1
1
2
1

3
1
2
1

0

1

3 30
8

0 16
0 16

Total 51 43 36 21 30 16 5 19 221
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ments matrix is the processing sector and final pay-
ment sector of the transaction matrix with each
column entry divided through by the total sales of the
corresponding sectors. The resulting column repre-
sents the percent of each dollar of sales that will be
used by the selling firm in a sector to make direct pur-
chases from other sectors in the local economy. Table 2
is the direct requirements matrix for the sample econ-
omy. Only the purchases of the processing sector are
shown, although sometimes the household and govern-
ment sectors are included. The entries in column A
were derived by dividing the column A entries in the
transaction matrix by Sector A's total sales of $51.
Reading down the columns under Sector A in the direct
requirements matrix says that of $1 of sales received
by Sector A, .196079 percent or 19.6¢ is used to
make purchases from firms within Sector A, 19.60 is
purchased from Sector B firms, 9.80 from Sector C
firms, 9.80 from Sector D firms, 19.60 is paid to local
households in wages; the firm saves 1.90, pays the
government 9.80, and imports 9.80 in goods and serv-
ices from outside the region.

Table 2. Direct requirements matrix for sample economy

Sector A

A

Household
Savings
Government
Imports

.196079

.196079

.098039

.098039

.196078

.019607

.098039

.098039

.348837

.116279

.069767

.069767

.162790

.046512

.093024

.093024

.111111

.222222

.250000

.138888

.111111

.055556

.055556

.055556

.238095

.190477

.238095

.947619

.095238

.047619

.047619

.095238

Total 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000

The direct requirements matrix is used to estimate the
change in direct purchases resulting from an increase
in demand for a local sector. Consider the situation
where sales of a firm in Sector B increases by $1,000,
table 3. The firm will purchase $348.84 from firms in
Sector A., $116.28 from firms in Sector B, $69.71
from firms in Sector C, $69.71 from firms in Sector D,
$162.79 will be paid to local households; the firm will
save $46.51, pay additional taxes of $93.02, and its
imports will increase by $93.02.

Table 3. Estimation of direct purchases of Sector B resulting
from a $1,000 increase in Sector B sales

Sector

Direct
requirements
coefficient

Change in
Sector B's
sales

Direct change
in Sector B's
purchases

A .348837
.116279
.069767
.069767

Household .162790
Savings .046512
Government .093024
Imports .093024

$1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

$ 348.84
116.28
69.77
69.77
162.79
46.51
93.02
93.02

Total $1,000.00

Direct and Indirect Requirements Matrix:
Third Part of Input-Output Model

The third part of an input-output model is the direct and
indirect requirements matrix. The coefficients of the
direct and indirect requirements matrices are calcu-
lated through repetitive use of the direct requirements

matrix. The simplest explanation of a direct and indirect
requirement coefficient is to take a $1 increase in sales
in Sector A. Sector A received $1 of additional sales.
Sector A used .196079 percent of this to purchase,
from firms in Sector A and this is added to the original
dollar. Sector A uses .196079 percent of the dollar t°
make purchases from Sector B, but Sector B uses
.348837 percent of these new sales to make Pit
chases from Sector A, .348837 x .196079
.068399, which are again added to Sector A's original,
sales. At this point the original $1 sale has increase,'
the sales of Sector A to $1.264478, $1 + $.19607
+ $.068399. To attain the total increase in Sector 1
these computations would have to be performed for el
the sectors of the local economy for a number of itere-

dons.' Table 4 is the direct and indirect requirements
matrix for the simple economy. The column under Sec;
tor A shows the increase in sales for each sector the'
will result from a dollar increase in Sector A's sales. Thefr
first entry 1.6 shows that besides the $1 of direc"

sales there is an additional $.60 sales. The same dollar
increase in Sector A's sales resulted in a $.30 increasrie
in Sector B's sales, $.40 in Sector C's sales, and SA:),
in sales for Sector D. The direct and indirect coef',1-
cient can be used to determine the total change In
sales. Assume a $100 increase in Sector A's sale5;4
Table 5 shows the calculations of both the direct anu
indirect sales that will result. In total $240 in sales al
generated within the economy. The same total W°L11,4

result if the column under Sector A in the direct an'
indirect requirement matrix were totaled (1.6 + •34-i
.4 + .1) and multiplied by the change in sales. The tota
of the column is the final demand multiplier (2.4) asscii
ciated with Sector A. In this formulation each industrian
sector has its own unique final demand multiplier. The!,
multipliers can be used by local officials to estirnat:
changes in local sales emanating from changes in sale
for one particular sector.

Table 4. Direct and indirect requirements for sample ecolv

omy

Sector A

A 1.6
.3
.4
.1

.3
1.4
.2
.2

.5

.2
1.5
.4

Total multiplier 2.4 2.1 2.6

0
,2
.1
,2

1.3

1./

The final demand multipliers show the total change ine
sales resulting from a dollar change in demand for

ai
o'Hoppe, Robert. Building a Nonmetropolitan Input-Output ivimi,

Minnesota's Region Six East. Technical Bulletin 313, p. 25, St. Pave,

Minnesota: Agricultural Experiment Station, University of Minn
sota, 1978.
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Particular sector. A related multiplier is the income
Multiplier. The income multiplier gives the total increase
in local household income resulting from a dollar in-
Frease in wages paid to local households for a particu-
r industrial sector. It is calculated as the total

household income, direct and indirect, divided by the
direct household income

Income multiplier =
Direct + indirect household income 

Direct household income

Table 5. Calculation of direct and indirect sales resulting
from a $100 increase in Sector A's sales

Sector
A
Ei

Total

Direct and
indirect
coefficient

Change in
A's direct
sales

Total direct
and indirect
change in sales

1.6
.3
.4
.1

$100
100
100
100

$160
30
40
10

2.4 $240

igure 3. Explanation of impact multipliers
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Interindustrial
impact

To obtain the change in income resulting from a dollar
change in final demand requires first the determining of
the percent of the dollar change in payments to the
household. This is simply the household entry in the
direct requirements matrix. The income-demand multi-
plier, the change in income resulting from the change in
final demand for an industrial sector, is simply the di-
rect household coefficient times the income multiplier.

Income — Demand multiplier = 
Household coefficient
x Income multiplier

For models where net margin on the trade sectors is
used, the net margin must first be applied to the change
in final demand for the trade sector.

The derived final demand, income, and income-demand
multipliers can be placed in a Type I, II, Ill format. A Type
I multiplier is viewed as the short term (1 year) impact
multiplier, Type ll as the midterm ( 1 to 3 years) impact
multiplier, and the Type III as the long term/overall (3 to
5 years) impact multiplier. The use of these multipliers

Type II

Interindustrial
and
household

O \

Change in sales

Type Ill

Interindustrial,
household and
local government

Long term
sales impact

Approximately
1 year

Approximately
3 years

Approximately Time
5 years

7



allows the relative time frame, figure 3, of the impact to
be evaluated. The interpretation of the multipliers
rests simply on the amount of economic expansion mea-
sured over time. The Type I multiplier accounts for the
total expansion in sales that occurs within the local
industrial sectors. Since an increase in sales quickly
increases the demand for other manufactured inputs,
this impact is seen occurring quite rapidly in the local
economy. The Type I multipliers are calculated from the
direct and indirect requirements matrix composed of
only the processing sector.

An increase in sales also increases the demand for local
labor, and thus payments to local households. The
household thus can be viewed as a necessary local
processing sector that must adjust to changes in final
demand. The household sector is then included with the
processing sector in determining the direct and indi-
rect requirements matrix, the Type II multipliers are
formed from this direct and indirect requirements ma-
trix. Unlike firms which experience an increase in sales
and thus a need to increase the purchase of inputs,
there is no immediate pressure on the households to
increase their spending when their income is increased.
It is known that over time the households will increas 
spending and purchases in the local economy, thus in-
ducing further expansion in the local economy. How-
ever, for this expansion, it will take a considerable
amount of time to work itself through the local econ-
omy. This is the reason for interpreting the Type II
multiplier as a midterm impact multiplier.

Likewise, the local government can be viewed as a nec-
essary processing sector that must adjust to changes
in final demand. The government sector is then included
with the processing sectors and household sector in
calculating the final direct and indirect requirements
matrix. The Type III multipliers are derived from the
direct and indirect requirements matrix with the house-
hold sector and government sector included. The local
government's tax collections are rather periodic and
the expansion in public services must be planned, usu-
ally a year or two ahead. For this reason the Type Ill
multipliers are viewed as long term total impact
multipliers.

The transaction matrix, direct requirements matrix, di-
rect and indirect requirements matrix, and multipliers
are the principal analytical pieces of a regional input-
output model. The model presented so far for explana-
tion purposes is quite simple. The regional input-output
model developed for the Southwest Regional Develop-
ment Commission is much more complex in detail but
the underlying mechanics and interpretations are as
presented.

The Input-Output Model for the Southwest
Regional Development Commission

The input-output developed for the Southwest Regional
Development Commission is for 1978. The transac-
tion, direct requirements, and direct and indirect re-
quirements matrices are presented in the appendix.

This section looks at the predominant characterist1c5
of the input-output model and its multipliers develoPed
for the Southwest Regional Development Commission.

Table 6. Sectoral definitions

Sector number

1. Crops
2. Livestock
3. Ag. services
4. Mining
5. Construction
6. Dairy products

manufacturing
7. Other ag. products

processing
8. Other manufacturing
9. Railroads
10. School buses
11. Trucking
12. Telephone
13. Radio
14. Gas utility
15. Electric utility
16. Water and sanitation

17. Food stores
18. Automotive, retail
19. Furniture, retail
20. Eating and drinking places
21. Grain elevators
22. Other trade
23. Finance
24. Insurance, real estate
25. Hotels and motels
26. Lawyers
27. Personal and business

services
28. Amusements
29. Miscellaneous repair

services
30. Medical services
31. Education
32. Other services

Final payments (rows)

33. Households- payments to individuals for the use of their
labor or property. .

34. Savings - largely retained earnings, depreciation, and
household savings.

35. Federal government- payments to governments,
36. State government- such as taxes, fees, fines,

rs37. Local government- and intergovernmental transic e„
38. Imports - purchases by a sector from outside Region Si

East. _-

Final demand (columns)

33. Households - personal consumption expenditures °
families.

34. Capital formation - regional sales for regional caPital
formation.

35. Inventory change - difference between beginning arl.c,j,
ending inventories of finished products and work I"

process.
36. Local government -
37. State government- expenditures by governments

38. Federal government -
39. Exports- sales to outside the region.

The first step in preparing an input-output model 85,
indicated is to define its structure. The sector desi911,3O
tion is the same as that in the Six East model and too'
Upper Minnesota Valley model. The reason for this is t,
allow the overall compatibility of the models. The souti!,
western portion of Minnesota is a homogeneous agrl,
cultural production area. By developing thr.ee

compatible models, the total impact on the entird
southwest corner of Minnesota can also be evaluate
Because of the importance of agriculture to the re,
gions' economy, agricultural production was broke,,"
into separate sectors, that is, a crop-livestock
was treated as two separate businesses. Further, 891
ricultural services, dairy processing, and agricultura

8
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Table 7, Multipliers for Southwest Regional Development Commission
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Sector number

Final demand Income Income-demand

Type! Type!! Type!!! Type I Type II Type III Type I Type II Type III

1. Crops

2. Livestock

3. Ag. services

4. Mining

* 5. Construction

6. Dairy products
manufacturing

7. Other ag. products
processing

8. Other manufacturing

9. Railroads
10. School buses

11. Trucking

12. Telephone

13. Radio

14. Gas utility

15. Electric utility

16. Water and sanitation

17. Food stores

18. Automotive, retail

19. Furniture, retail

20. Eating and drinking
places

21. Grain elevators

22. Other trade

23. Finance

24. Insurance, real estate

25. Hotels and motels

26. Lawyers

27. Personal and business
services

28. Amusements

29. Miscellaneous repair
services

30. Medical services

31. Education

32. Other services

33. Households

34. Local government

1.2315857 2.0709522 2.1447506 1.1971986 1.4953193 1.5474847 .4944210
1.8197849 2.4366763 2.4755515 3:6658468 4.5288040 4.6420423 .3673776
1.2403869 1.6843878 1.6919976 1.3915631 1.7030253 1.7146065 .2669185
1.1135070 1.6558094 1.6683683 1.1382756 1.3930462 1.4058464 .3260142
1.1418148 1.7178948 1.7305470 1.1519774 1.4098154 1.4221010 .3463200

1.9439943 2.3166319 2.3358877 4.2821280 5.2405706 5.3498506 .2238294

1.3553175

1.0336470

1.2344191

1.1404529

1.0661777

1.0217715

1.0920410

1.0290381

1.0796646

1.2407095

1.3891823

1.1111548

1.2928151

1.7210114 1.7357841

1.3775205 1.3843339

2.1034187 2.1149323

2.1291957 2.1461683

1.5376506 1.5530406

1.5497277 1.5563581

1.7311963 1.7439806

1.1939778 1.2047845

1.7446976 1.7688932

1.8736256 1.8831277

2.1292928 2.1442837

1.7528060 1.7642813

2.1882753 2.2053961

1.8302891 2.2399483
1.0495385 1.2844475
1.1720129 1.4343344
1.1196316 1.3702296
1.1077562 1.3534725
1.0194736 1.2511088
1.1032797 1.3502206
1.1146707 1.3641576
1.0739099 1.3142738
1.2084118 1.4788807
1.3595229 1.6848546
1.1223747 1.3735863
1.1949561 1.4624127

2.2758520

1.2945455

1.4418750

1.3795625

1.3710029

1.2573430

1.3609367

1.3996230

1.3332468

1.4876905

1.6983959

1.3833335

1.4735070

.2198428

.2067254

.5224136

.5943990

.2838993

.3165132

.3842379

.0991562

.3997957

.3804879

.4393732

.3857393

.5383209

.0966621*

.1812975*

.2045619*

.6175394

.4538510

.3266607

.3989832

.4238341

.6390827

.4652083

.3288821

.4026493

.4275275

.2739278 .2796399

.2690485

.2529949

.6393409

.7274385

.3468723

.3884284

.4702397

.1213495

.4892785

.4656494

.5445145

.4720761

.6588086

.1197932*

.2218758*

.2503473*

.2733610

.2549839

.6427021

.7323932

.3513650

.3903639

.4739718

.1245043

.4963418

.4684233

.5488908 .1207560*

.4754260 .2234502*

.6638065 .2522465*

1.1114718 2.1748563 2.2001443 1.0758006 1.3165878 1.3290108 .6392714 .3771701* .7823540 .4615889* .7897361 .4659443*
1.3091014 2.1346830 2.1829744 1.2949015 1.5847277 1.6215084 .4963123 .0496312* .6073974 .0607397* .6214949 .0621495*
1.1467619. 2.1417039 2.1586038 1.0992476 1.3452828 1.3543497 .5981259 .1495315* .7319993 .1829998* .7369328 .1842332*
1.0582255 1.9348538 1.9510447 1.0479571 1.2825127 1.2919114 .5269996
1.1272349 1.7135761 1.7311727 1.1775166 1.4410697 1.4582298 .3524889
1.1726190 1.8333776 1.8490559 1.2206722 1.4938855 1.5079500 .3972259
1.0371165 2.2098048 2.2251444 1.0215058 1.2500745 1.2565625 .7050186

.6449536

.4313834

.4861338

.8627712

1.1720812 1.7230350 1.7334663 1.2512083 1.5312555 1.5427586 .3312151 .4053481
1.2795693 2.1112439 2.1249629 1.2693509 1.5534586 1.5636265 .4999751 .6118802

1.0907877 1.4881693 1.4948029 1.1707980 1.4328497 1.4423404 .2388922
1.1035529 2.2163412 2.2332203 1.0687070 1.3079059 1.3157777 .6689716
1.1569460 2.1812545 2.1949707 1.1047897 1.3520645 1.3592483 .6157805
1.2705108 2.2363913 2.2550154 1.2286014 1.5035886 1.5150924 .5806552

- 1.6634320 1.6836945

- 1.8742198 1.4143811

.2923618

.8187014

.7536049

.7106182

.6496800

.4365202

.4907106

.8672490

.4083932

.6158851

.2942983

.8236288

.7576090

.7160551

.5471266

*Applied to total dollar value of trade sector's sales.



processing were disaggregated into separate sectors
where often they are treated as one. All manufacturing
had to be bundled together in one sector. The reason
was the relative small amount of manufacturing activity
in the region. If a fine industrial breakdown had been
attempted, confidential firm information could be dis-
closed. Table 6 gives the sectors for the model. The
sectors, for the most part, are self-explanatory; if a
detailed explanation is desired, see Hoppe pages 29 to
39.4 Note that the final payments sector and final de-
mand sectors are not identical. This shows that the
operation of the economy is not totally balanced. The
simplest way to see this is to realize that capital invest-
ment is not totally financed by local savings, thus the
savings sector will not equal the investment sector.
Much of these changes are reflected in the import and
export sector of the model. The only requirement of the
model is that the total purchases in the economy equal
the total sales.

The multipliers are the most often used component of a
regional input-output model. Table 7 presents the Final
Demand, Income and Income-Demand Multipliers (Type
I, II and III) for the Southwest Regional Development
Commission, comprised of Cottonwood, Jackson, Lin-
coln, Lyon, Murray, Nobles, Pipestone, Rock, and Red-
wood counties. The Income-Demand multiplier using
net margins for the trade sectors are also given and
marked with an asterisk. These are applied to the total
value of a trade sector's sales.

A development type problem quickly illustrates the
power of these multipliers and their limitations. As-
sume there are two firms seeking to expand local pro-
duction and desiring public assistance. One firm is in
the Agricultural Processing sector and its sales will
increase by $450,000; the other firm is in the Other
Manufacturing sector and would increase sales by
$500,000. There are only enough public development
funds to support one of the local expansions. The local
officials would like to know the long term economic im-
pact of these two possible expansions. This dictates
the use of the Type III multipliers. In table 8 the Final
Demand and Income-Demand impacts are calculated
for the two firms. The agricultural processing expan-
sion would have the larger impact on local final demand.
The difference is almost $90,000 in yearly gross sales.
However, in terms of local income, the expansion in the
other manufacturing firm's final demand would produce
$4,500 more income for local residents.

The results of this simple analysis point out that before
the results of the input-output model can be evaluated,
local development objectives must be stated. In this
example, different local decisions would be made if the
public objective is to maximize local sales or local in-
come. A model cannot make this decision. Further, the
example showed that there is not a direct relationship
between the level of final demand impact and the level of

'Hoppe, Robert. Building a Nonmetropolitan Input-Output Model:
Minnesota's Region Six East. Technical Bulletin 313, pp. 29-39. St.
Paul, Minnesota: Agricultural Experiment Station, University of
Minnesota, 1978.

local income impact. The local impacts are more often
than not determined by the level of final demand change
than the size of the local multipliers. In this example,
the final demand and income-demand multipliers were
both larger for the other agricultural products proc-
essing sector than for the other manufacturing sector.

The $50,000 difference in final demand for the two
firms on a percentage basis was greater than the per.'
centage difference between the income-demand multi'
pliers, but smaller than the percentage differenc.e
between the final demand multipliers. Simply, multi-

pliers cannot be ranked to determine levels of local 411"
pact, nor used as substitutes for development
objectives.

Table 8. Estimate impact of a $450,000 increase in final de-

mand for an other agricultural processing firm and
of $500,000 increase in final demand for an other

manufacturing firm

Firm sector

Changein Changein

Changein total local total local
final demand final demand income

Other
agricultural
processing firm

Other
manufacturing
firm

$450,000

$500,000

$781,102
(450,000 x
1.735781)

$692,167
(500,000 x
1.3843339)

$123,013
(450,000 X
.2733610)

$127,492
(500,000 X
.2549839)

Input-Output Extensions

The usefulness of the basic regional input-output model

can be extended by the development of secondarY
models which are driven by the developed input-output
model. Secondary models can be developed to evaluate
(1) employment changes, (2) energy changes, (3) 

water

changes, (4) tax changes, (5) pollution or solid waste
changes, and (6) technical skill changes in the local la-
bor force. As with the input-output model these sec"
ondary models are also expensive and time consuming
to develop. Further, the problems faced by local policY-
makers are unique and any of the secondary models

may or may not be of assistance. Thus no attempt [185
been made at this time to develop any of the possible

secondary models. They should be developed as the re-

gion has a need for them. In the content of probleal

solving, such undertaking should be feasible because
the primary input-output model has been developed.

Appendix

The Transaction, Direct Requirements, and Direct and
Indirect Requirements Matrices are presented here.

There are three direct and indirect matrices. These areA
equivalent to the Type I, II, and III multipliers discusseu
in the text. The first does not include the household or
local governments' sectors; the second includes the
household sector, while the third includes both the

household and local governments sectors.

10
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Table A. Inter-sectoral dollar transaction table, Region 8, Minnesota, 1978 (in 1,000 of dollars)

SECTOR NAME 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
***************************************************************444******************************************

1 CROPS 0 143978. 0 0 0 0 28901. a 0 0
2 LIVESTOCK 0 48989. 735. 0 0 /9814. 35443. 0 o 0
3 AG SERVICES 6546. 18672. 0 0 o o o 0 0 0
4 MINING 0 0 3 3 292. 0 o 547. 0 0
5 CONSTRUCTION 3742. 3595. 0 28. 78. 6. 261. 1459. 503. a
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS 0 4828. 0 c 0 6988. 0 0 0 0
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS 7998. 12572. 0 3 0 0 963. 7. 0 o
8 OTHER MFG. 3797. a 1713. 76. 4950. 7. 6668. 5717. 151. 5.
9 RAIL ROADS 0 0 43. 29. 875. 0 8. 6. 253. 0
10 SCHOOL BUS 0 c 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 TRUCKS 211. 6100. 142. 20. 207. 119. 3220. 1461. 31. 0
/2 TELEPHONES 1681. 1401. 46. 3. 138. 16. 1216. 500. o 9.
13 RADIO 0 0 20. 0 0 4. 164. 26. 57. o
14 GAS UTILITIES o 0 9. 16. 29. 404. 309. 3132. 4. 4.
15 ELECT. UTILITIE 2845. 6041. 67. 26. 161. 189. 2002. 3193. 11. 22.
16 WATER S SANIT. 0 c 18. 4. 24. 38. 501. 117. 9. 2.
17 FOOD STORES o G 6. 3 1. 1. 0 0 0 a

_A 18 AUTOMOTIVES 13494. 1998. 46. 27. 451. 51. 324. 559. 0 0-A
19 FURNITURE 0 c 0 0 2. o o 0 0 o
20 EATING $ DRINK 0 0 19. 0 5. 0 46. 42. 0 0
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS 6951. 2818. 0 0 0 0 112. 178. C o
22 OTHER TRADE 13261. 12057. 1432. 20. 159. 88. 2005. 1072. 20. 182.
23 FINANCE 12534. 10335. 73. 29. 1339. 9. 259. 0 19. 0
24 INSURANCE 2417. 2560. 67. 21. 498. 46. 903. 631. 58. 60.
25 HOTELS 0 0 61. U 0 c 65. 112. 0 o
26 LAWYERS o 0 4. 3 180. 11. 265. 236. 0 38.
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE 268. 328. 699. 0 110. 4. 821. 583. 45. 43.
28 AMUSEMENTS 0 € 0 C 0 0 0 34. 0 0
29 HIS. REP. 322. 920. 119. C 1. 0 /244. 585. 0 o
30 MED. SER. 0 0 0 3 0 0 o 6. o 0
31 EDUCATION 21105. 1993. 12. 13. 288. 59. 410. 1196. il 9.
32 OTHER SERVICE o 0 42. 42. 667. 7. 300. 541. 0 12.
33 HOUSEHOLDS 200695. 45460. 5149. 999. 24113. 2812. 41995. 139171. 2522. 1650.
34 SAVINGS 61265. 30346. 1628. 1465. 1198. 530. 49649. 67265. 873. 262.
35 FED.GOVT. 5387. 1662. 485. 247. 820. 187. /0445. 7788. 328. 136.
36 STATE GOVT. 158. 149. 9. 14. 381. 85. 1517. 1949. 288. 23.
37 LOCAL GOVT. 16123. 1523. 9. 10. 219. 39. 281. 909. 0 7.
38 IMPORTS 105166. 95294. 14191. 399. 43022. 22283. 158930. 467545. 486. 644.

TOTALS 485966. 453619. 26844. 3488. 80208. 53797. 349627. 706567. 5658. 3108.
*44*******************************************************************444**********************************4



Table A (continued).

************************************************************************************************************
SECTOR NAME 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 CROPS 0 0 0 0 0 0 o a o 02 LIVESTOCK 0 o o o o e 0 3 0 0
3 AG SERVICES o 0 0 o o o o 0 o 04 MINING a 0 o o 0 0 0 o o o5 CONSTRUCTION 37. U 3. 11. 80. 224. 7. 53. 12. 3.
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o 0 o
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS 0 0 0 a o 0 0 0 0 0
8 OTHER MFG. 4. 24. 50. 4. 140. 221. 644. 826. 336. 18.
9 RAIL ROADS o 15. 0 1. 127. o 0 0 0 olo SCHOOL BUS o 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 011 TRUCKS 0 12. 3 3. 57. 0 40. a 934. 117.
12 TELEPHONES 82. o 21. 4. 62. 5. 34. 416. 33. 42.
/3 RADIO a 0 0 2. 104. 0 5. 947. 119. 38.
14 GAS UTILITIES 17. 8. 1. 60. 716. 204. 674. 38. 6. 4.
15 ELECT. UTILITIE 471. 93. 19. 3. 0 226. 2789. 401. 38. 180.
16 WATER $ SANIT. 6. 7. 2. 1. 61. o 955. 33. 6. 6.
17 FOOD STORES 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0
18 AUTOMOTIVES 0 C o 11. 568. 0 1. 1224. 97. 0
19 FURNITURE o 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 o o
20 EATING $ DRINK 0 0 o 0 o o 0 27. 111. 89.
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 0 0 o
22 OTHER TRADE 100. o 0 10. 223. 74. /99. 1837. 13. 189.
23 FINANCE . a

0 0 10. 161. 6 104. 7. 23. 250.
24 INSURANCE 1/6. 89. 15. 15. 167. 13. 104. 162. 54. 118.
25 HOTELS o 0 o o 0 o 0 181. 10. 8.
26 LAWYERS 61. 6 31. 13. 101. 0 9. 0 7. 2.
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE 6. 28. 4. 7. 35. 0 266. 226. 1/. 6.
28 AMUSEMENTS 0 o o 0 o 0 0 o 0 o
29 MIS. REP. 0 0 o 11. 55. 0 214. 162. o 192.
30 MED. SER. 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 o 0 o
31 EDUCATION 122. 0 7. 52. 491. 0 32. 152. 19. 115.
32 OTHER. SERVICE 117. o 56. 10. 59. o 72. 114. 19. 54.
33 HOUSEHOLDS 4915. 4372. 855. 770. 6530. 1364. 5635. 23337. 3053. 8422.
34 SAVINGS 1132. 2125. 49. 342. 3425. 1192. 1003. 2402. 435. 2053.
35 FED.GOVT. 560. 2566. 47. 186. 6878. 0 236. 5589. 196. 710-.
36 STATE GOVT. 238. 748. 22. 101. 521. 53. 398. 10841. 632. 1010.
37 LOCAL GOVT. 93. 0 6. 40. 373. o 24. 115. 15. 88.
38 IMPORTS 11101. 3995. 1273. 6989. 13468. 756. 3991. 18813. 598. 459.

TOTALS 19178. 14082. 2455. 8656. 44402. 4332. 17436. 67903. 6777. 14173.



Table A (continued).
*********************************4.4.4.4.****444,-**************************************************************

SECTOR NAME 21 22 23 , 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
•••.******•*•*••.********••.*******•m•mip*•*•4%.********•*••**************•.***•****•••*••••4*•*/#44%•***•.*****•

1 CROPS 1594. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 LIVESTOCK 500. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 AG SERVICES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 MINING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 CONSTRUCTION
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS
8 OTHER MFG.
9 RAILROADS

10 SCHOOL BUS
11 TRUCKS
12 TELEPHONES
13 RADIO
14 GAS UTILITIES
15 ELECT. UTILI TIE
16 WATER $ SANI T.
17 FOOD STORES
18 AUTO MOT IVES
19 FURNITURE
20 EATING S DRINK
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS
22 OTHER TRADE
23 FINANCE
24 INSURANCE
25 HOTELS
26 LAWYERS
27 PERS . S BUS. SE
28 AMUSEMENTS
29 HIS. REP.
30 MED. SER.
31 EDUCATION
32 OTHER SERVICE
33 HOUSEUOLDS
34 SAVINGS
35 FED. GOVT.
36 STATE GOVT.
37 LOCAL GOVT.
38 IMPORTS

TOTALS

22. 210. 276. 129. 15. 6. 21. 48. 19. 48.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0
0 0 0 0 1. 0 0 1. 0 150.

90. 709. 234. 70. 13. 10. 172. 205. 11., 451.
0 679. 0 0 0 0 1. 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

43. 1139. 0 0 3. 0 17. 0 6. 2.
67. 740. 143. 27. 32. 25. 33. 13. 26. 248.
37. 520. 95. 0 0 0 86. 27. 21. 0
45. 486. 21. 20. 25. 1. 22. 18, 1. 22.
347. 2878. 181. 114. 49. 2. 136. 104. 13. 233.
34, 656. 10. 16. 7. 1. 75. 18. 2. 21.
1 • 4. 0 3 0 1. 0 5. 0 1.

107. 3588. 0 16. 25. 1. 273. 50. 98. 9.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 320. 41. 46. 16. 23. 280. 115. 35. 29.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

114. 647. 150. 33. 91. 6. 254. 110. 115. 352.
51. 2050. 698. 410. 157. 10. 145. 171. 34. 491.
84. 578. 65. 147. 9. 22. 123. 53. 20. 229.

0 433. 0 40. 1. 0 41. 10. 16. 2.
28. 264. 142. 82. i. 0 7. 8. 6. 62.
10. 1114. 272. 83. 46. 3. 307. 87. 32. 391.

0 0 0 0 0 2. 0 218. 0 0
0 154. 0 0 0 3. 58. 28. 83. 118.
0 0 0 9. 0 0 0 G 0 904.

344. 381. 204. 83. 16. 2. 28. 8. 7. 87.
47. 798. 365. 73. 20. 28. 109. 22. 4. 181.

5594. 75601. 27911. 3635. 1096. 3063. 3782. 2099. 1373. 27123.
2081. 9920. 9130. 1010. 244. 797. 365. 357. 128. 2907.
/93. 2445. 2041. 145. 60. 290. 239. 132. 34. 1279.
79. 7957. 1018. 106. 82. 5. 186. 137. 68. 123.
230. 290. 155. 63. 12. 2. 21. 6. 5. 66.

2850. 24380. 12350. 5786. 1347. 135. 7506. 1279. 4572. 7801.
14595. /38941. 55502. 12143. 3368. 4438. 14287. 5329. 6729. 43330.

************************************************************************************************************



Table A (continued).

4*********************
**************************************************************************************

SECTOR NAME 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
************************************************************************************************************

1 CROPS 0 0 64e 0 0 0 0 57976. 253453e 485966.
2 LIVESTOCK 0 0 3875. 0 2335. 0 0 0 341928. 453619*
3 AG SERVICES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1626* 26844.
4 MINING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2649* 3488*
5 CONSTRUCTION 486. 41. 37190 52812. 0 89. 32* 97e 12036. 80208.
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS 11+4. 0 3341. 0 672. 0 0 5020. 32804* 53797*
7 AG•PROD*PROCESS 163. 0 7136. 6 111307. C 8. 5409* 304212. 349627*
8 OTHER MFG. 2209* 51* 9124* 1184. 5080. 194. 81. 5. 661399. 706643*
9 RAIL ROADS 67. 0 1003. 0 0 0 0 7. 2544e 5658•

16 SCHOOL BUS 3108. C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3108*
11 TRUCKS 121. 5. 5113. 0 0 2. 32. 21. 0 19178*
12 TELEPHONES 622. 21. 2527e 0 0 74. 92. 113* 3582. 14094e
13 RADIO 166. 0 16* 0 0 0 0 1. 0 2455.
14 GAS UTILITIES 193. 20* 2324* 0 0 117* 2* 4. 0 8656.
15 ELECT* UTILITIE 1181. 78* 7.316. U 0 942. 46. 52* 12253* 44402.
16 WATER $ SANIT. 237. 27. 1371* 0 0 60. 2. 5. 0 4332.
17 FOOD STORES 0 0 17413. 0 0 0 0 0 0 17436*
18 AUTOMOTIVES 0 1115. 36368. 7548* 0 208. 0 0 0 67957*
19 FURNITURE 0 0 5753. 222. 0 0 0 0 800. 6777.
20 EATING S DRINK 0 402* 9137. 0 0 0 0 0 3390e 14173*
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS 0 0 G 0 G 0 0 1197* 3339* 14595.
22 OTHER TRADE 58,0* 34. 61296* 10314* 0 3114. 50. 28. 28712* 138941.
23 FINANCE t2. 19* 26062* 0 0 0 0 0 0 55502.
24 INSURANCE 425. 105* 2155. 0 0 0 14* 0 0 12143.
25 HOTELS 0 230. 2158. 0 0 C 0 0 0 3368.
26 LAWYERS 235* 9* 1934. 0 0 5. 7. 7. 683. 4438.
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE 1002* 198. 7208* 0 0 13. 16. 15* 0 14287.
28 AMUSEMENTS 99. 0 2651. 0 0 0 0 0 2325* 5329.
29 MIS. REP. J 16. 2437. 0 0 0 4. 3. 0 6729.
30 MED. SER. 0 0 32486. 0 0 85. 705. 318. 8817* 43330*
31 EDUCATION 4860 51. 13526. 0 0 866. 38010. 3314* 0 83488.
32 OTHER SERVICE 92* 755. 8050. 0 0 586. 2* 2. 344. 13584.
33 HOUSEHOLDS 46534e 6420. 26925. 0 0 23300. 13745. 90335* 0 892355e
34 SAVINGS 8398. 1.97. 35103* C 0 0 0 0 0 299576.
35 FED.GOVT* 742. 143e 92234. 0 0 445. 0 0 0 144875.
36 STATE GOVT. 1. 19. 29682* 0 0 1197e 56* 22. 0 60275.
37 LOCAL GOVT. 21* 39. 7050* 0 0 230. 26232. 5937. 0 60233.
38 IMPORTS 16124. 3289. 426698. 0 0 8872. 4497* 2898.. 0 1499787.

TOTALS 83488. 13584* 892355. 72080* 19094. 40399. 83633* 172786. 1676896. 5721253.



Table B. Direct requirements table (including final demands), Region 8, Minnesota, 1978

SECTOR NAME 1 2 3 4 5 6 
.

7 8 9 10
********************************************************************************************************************************4

1 CROPS 0 .3173985 0 0 0 0 .0826624 0 0 0

2 LIVESTOCK 0 .1079959 .0273804 0 0 .3683105 .1013737 0 0 0
3 AG SERVICES .0134701 .0411623 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 MINING 0 0 0 0 .0036405 0 0 .0007742 0 0
5 CONSTRUCTION .0077001 .0079252 0 .0080275 .0009725 .0001115 .0007465 .0020649 .0889007 0

6 DAIRY PRODUCTS 0 .0106433 0 0 0 .1298957 0 0 0 0

7 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0164579 .0277149 0 0 0 0 .0027544 .0000099 0 0

8 OTHER MFG. .0078/33 0 .0638131 .0217890 .0617145 .0001301 .0190718 .0080912 .0266879 .0016088

9 RAILROADS 0 0 .0016018 .0083142 .0109091 0 .0000229 .0000085 .0447154 0

10 SCHOOL BUS 0 L G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 TRUCKS .0004342 .0134474 .0052898 .0057339 .002808 .0022120 .0092098 .0020677 .0054790 0

12 TELEPHONES .003459/ .0030885 .0017136 .0038601 .0017205 .0002974 .0034780 .0007076 0 .0028958

13 RADIO 0 G .0107450 0 0 .0000744 .0004691 .0000368 .0100742 0

14 GAS UTILITIES 0 0 .0003353 .0045872 .0003616 .0075097 .00.08838 .0044327 .0007070 .0012870

15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0058543 .0133173 .0024959 .0074541 .0020073 .0035132 .0057261 .0045190 .0019441 .0070785

16 WATER $ SANIT. 0 0 .0006705 .0011468 .0002992 .0007064 .0014330 .0001656 .0015907 .0006435

17 FOOD STORES 0 0 .0002235 0 .0000125 .0000186 0 0 0 0

18 AUTOP.OTIVES .0277674 .0044046 .0017136 .0077408 .0056229 .0009480 .0009267 .0007911 0 0...A

cn
19 FURNITURE 0 0 0 0 .0000249 0 0 0 0 0

20 EATING $ DRINK 0 0 .0007078 0 .0000623 0 .0001316 .0000594 0 0

21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0143035 .0062123 0 C 0 0 .0003203 .0002519 0 0

22 OTHER TRADE .0272879 .0265796 .0533453 .0057339 .0019823 .0016358 .0057347 .0015172 .0035348 .0585586

23 FINANCE .0257919 .0227834 .0027194 .0083142 .0166941 .0001673 .0007408 0 .0033581 0

24 INSURANCE .0049736 .0056435 .0024959 .0060206 .0062089 .0008551 .0025828 .0008931 .0102510 .0193050

25 HOTELS 0 0 .0022724 0 0 0 .0001859 .0001585 0 0

26 LAWYERS 0 0 .0001490 0 .0022442 .0002045 .0007580 .0003340 0 .0122265

27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0005515 .0007231 .0260393 0 .0013714 .0000744 .0023482 .0008251 .0079533 .0138353

28 AMUSEMENTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0000481 0 0
29 MIS. REP. .0006626 .0020281 .0044330 0 .0000125 0 .0035581 .0008279 0 0

30 MED. SER. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0000085 0 0

31 EDUCATION .0434290 .0043936 .0004470 .0037271 .0035907 .0010967 .0011727 .0016927 0 .0028958

32 OTHER SERVICE 0 0 .0015646 .0120413 .0083159 .0001301 .000858/ .0007657 0 .0038610

33 HOUSEUOLDS .4129816 .1002163 .1918120 .2864106 .3006309 .0522706 .1201137 .1969679 .4457405 .5308880

34 SAVINGS .1260685 .0668976 .0606467 .4200115 .0149362 .0098519 .1420056 .0951997 .1542948 .0842986

35 FED.GOVT. .01/0851 .0036639 .0180674 .0708142 .0102234 .0034760 .0298747 .0110223 .0579710 .0437580

36 STATE GOVT. .0003251 .00433285 .0003353 .0043138 .0047501 .001580C .0054830 .0027584 .0509014 .0074003

37 LOCAL GOVT. .0331772 .0033574 .0003353 .0028670 .0027304 .0007249 .0008037 .0012865 0 .0022523

38 IMPORTS .216406/ .2100750 .5286470 .1143922 .5363804 .4142053 .4545702 .6617/36 .0858961 .2072072

39 TOTALS 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000
********************************************************************************************************************************



Table B (continued).

SECTOR NAME 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2044******************************************************************************************************************************

1 CROPS 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 0 02 LIVESTOCK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 03 AG SERVICES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 04 MINING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 05 CONSTRUCTION .0019293 0 .0012220 .0012708 .0018017 .0517082 .0004015 .0007805 .0017707 .00021176 DAIRY PRODUCTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 07 AG.PROD.PROCESS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 08 OTHER MFG. .0002086 .0017043 .0203666 .0004621 .0031530 .0510157 .03E9351 .0121644 .0495795 .00127009 RAIL ROADS 0 .0010652 0 .0001155 .0028602 0 0 0 0 010 SCHOOL BUS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 011 TRUCKS 0 .0008522 0 .0063466 .0012837 0 .0022941 0 .1378191 .008255112 TELEPHONES .0042757 0 .0085540 .0004621 .0013963 .0011542 .3019500 .0061264 .0048694 .002963413 RADIO 0 0 0, .00023/1 .0023422 0 .0002868 .0139464 .0175594 .002681214 GAS UTILITIES .0008864 .0005681 .0004073 .0069316 .0161254 .0470914 .0386557 .0005596 .0008853 .000282215 ELECT. UTILITIE .0245594 .0066042 .0077393 .0003466 0 .0521699 .1599564 .0059055 .0056072 .012700216 WATER S SANIT. .0003129 .0004971 .0008/47 .0061155 .0013738 0 .0547717 .0004860 .0008853 .000423317 FOOD STORES 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0....1 18 AUTOMOTIVES 0 0 0 .0012708 .0127922 0 .0000574 .0180257 .0143131 0CD 19 FURNITURE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 020 EATING $ DRINK 0 G 0 3 0 0 0 .0003976 .0163789 .006279521 GRAIN ELEVATORS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 022 OTHER TRADE .005g143 0 0 .0311553 .0050223 .0170822 .0114132 .0270533 .0019183 .013335223 FINANCE 1 0 C 0 .0011553 .0036260 0 .0059647 .0001031 .0033938 .017639224 INSURANCE .0060486 .0063201 .0061100 .0017329 .0037611 .0030009 .0059647 .0023858 .0079681 .008325725 HOTELS 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 .0026656 .0014756 .000564526 LAWYERS .0031807 0 .0126273 .0015018 .0022747 0 .0005162 0 .0010329 .000141127 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0003129 .0019884 .0016293 .0008087 .0007883 0 .0/52558 .0033283 .0016231 .000423328 AMUSEMENTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 029 MIS. REP. 0 0 0 .0312708 .0012387 0 .0122735 .0023858 0 .013546930 MED. SER. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 031 EDUCATION .0063615 0 .0028513 .0060074 .0110581 0 .0018353 .0022385 .0028036 .008114032 OTHER SERVICE .0061007 0 .0203666 .0011553 .0013288 0 .0041294 .0016789 .0028036 .003810133 HOUSEHOLDS .2562832 .3104673 .3482688 .0889556 .3722805 .3148661 .3231819 .3436814 .4504943 .594228534 SAVINGS .0590260 .1509019 .0199593 .0395102 .0771362 .2751616 .0575247 .0353740 .0641877 .144852935 FED.GOVT. .0292001 .1822184 .0191446 .0214880 .1549029 0 .0135352 .0823086 .0289214 .050095336 STATE GOVT. 412410/ .0531175 .0089613 .0116682 .0117337 .0122345 .0228263 .1596542 .0932566 .071262337 LOCAL GOVT. .0048493 0 .0024440 .0046211 .0084005 0 .0013765 .0016936 .0022134 .006209038 IMPORTS .5788403 .2836955 .5185336 .8074168 .3033197 .1745152 .2288942 .2770570 .0882396 .032385539 TOTALS 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.00.00000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000



Table B (continued).

SECTOR NAME 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

1 CROPS 41092155 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 LIVESTOCK .0342583 0 o 0 0 o 0 T 0 0
3 AG SERVICES 0 0 o o 0 0 0 0 o 0
4 MINING 0 0 0 0 0 o o 0 o o
5 CONSTRUCTION .0015074 .0015114 .0049728 .0106234 .0044537 .0013520 .0014699 .0090073 .0028236 .0011078
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o o
7 AG.PROD•PROCESS 0 0 0 0 .0002969 0 0 .0001877 0 .0034618
8 OTHER MFG* .0061665 .0051029 .0042161 .0057646 .0038599 .0022533 .0120389 .0384688 .0016347 4104085
9 RAIL ROADS 0 .0048870 0 0 0 0 .0000700 0 0 0

10 SCHOOL BUS 0 0 o o o o 0 o o o
11 TRUCKS .0029462 .0081977 0 0 .0008907 0 .0011899 0 .0008917 .0000462
12 TELEPHONES .0045906 .0053260 .0025765 .0022235 .0095012 .0056332 *0023098 .0024395 .0038639 .0057235
13 RADIO 60025351 .0037426 .0017117 0 0 0 .0060195 .0050666 *0031208 0
14 GAS UTILITIES .0030832 .0034979 .0003784 .0016470 .0074228 *0002253 .0015399 .0033777 *0001486 .0005077
15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0237753 .0207138 .0032611 .0093881 .0145487 .0004507 .0095191 .0195159 .0019319 .0053773
16 WATER $ SANITe .0023296 .0047214 .0001802 .0013176 .0020784 .0002253 .0052495 .0033777 '60002972 .0004847
17 FOOD STORES .0002741 .0000288 0 0 0 .0002253 0 .0009383 0 .0000231

-A 18 AUTOMOTIVES .0073313 .0258239 0 .0013176 .0074228 .0002253 .0191083 .0093826 .0145638 .00020774 19 FURNITURE o 0 o o o o o o o 0
20 EATING $ DRINK 0 .0023031 .0007387 .0037882 .0047506 .0051825 .0195982 .0215800 .0052014 .0006693
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 OTHER TRADE .0078109 .0046567 .0027026 .0027176 .0270190 .0013520 .0177784 .0206418 .0170902 .0081237
23 FINANCE .0034943 .0147545 .0125761 .0337643 .0466152 .0022533 .0101491 .0320886 .0050528 .0113316
24 INSURANCE .0057554 .0041600 .0011711 .0121057 .0026722 .0049572 .0086092 .0099456 .0029722 .0052850
25 HOTELS 0 .0031164 0 .0032941 .0002969 0 .0028697 .0018765 .0023778 .00004E2
26 LAWYERS .0019185 .0019001 .0025585 .0067529 .0002969 0 .0004900 4015012 .0008917 .0014309
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0006852 .0080178 .0049007 .0068352 .0136580 .0006760 .0214881 40163258 .0047555 .0090238
28 AMUSEMENTS 0 0 0 o 0 .0004507 0 .0409082 0 0
29 MIS. REP. 0 .0011084 o o 0 .0006760 .0040596 .0052543 .0123347 .0027233
30 MED. SER• 0 0 0 .0007412 0 o o o 0 .0208631
31 EDUCATION .0235697 .0027422 .0036755 .0068352 .0047506 .0004507 .0019598 .0015012 .0010403 .0020078
32 OTHER SERVICE .0032203 .0057434 .0065763 .0060117 .0059382 .00E3091 .0076293 .0041284 .0005944 .0041772
33 HOUSEMOLDS .3832819 .5441230 .5028828 .2993494 .3254157 .6901758 .2647162 .3938825 .2040422 .6259635
34 SAVINGS .1425831 .0713972 .1644986 .0831755 .0724466 .1795854 .0255477 .0669919 .0190221 .0670898
35 FED.GOVT. .0132237 ..0175974 .0367734 .0119410 .0178147 *0653447 .0167285 .0247701 .0050528 .0295177
36 STATE GOVT. .0054128 .0572689 .0183417 .0087293 .0243468 .0011266 .0130188 .0257084 .0101055 .0028387
37 LOCAL GOVT. .0157588 .0020872 .0027927 .0051882 .0035629 .0004507 .0014699 .0011259 .0007431 .0015232
38 IMPORTS .1952724 .1754702 .2225145 .4764885 .3999406 .0304191 .5253727 .2400075 .6794472 .1800369
39 TOTALS 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000



Table B (continued).

*******************************************************************************************************************************4
SECTOR NAME 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39

********************************************************************************************************************************

1 CROPS 0 0 .00007/7 0 0 0 0 .3355364 .1511441
2 LIVESTOCK 0 0 .0043424 0 .1222897 0 0 0 .2039053
3 AG SERVICES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0009696
4 MINING 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0015797
5 CONSTRUCTION .0058212 .0030183 .0041676 .7326859 0 .0014776 .0003826 .0005614 .0071775
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0017248 0 .0037440 0 .0351943 0 0 .0290533 .0195623
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0019524 0 .0079968 0 .5764638 0 .0000957 .0313346 .1814138
8 OTHER MFG. .0264589 .0037544 .0102246 .0164262 .2660522 .0032208 .0009685 .0000289 .3944186
9 RAIL ROADS .0008025 0 .0011240 0 0 0 0 .0000405 .0015171

IC SCHOOL BUS .0372269 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ii. TRUCKS .0014493 .0003681 .0057298 3 0 .0000332 .0003826 .0001215 0
12 TELEPHONES .0074502 .0015459 .0328318 0 0 .0012286 .0011000 .0006540 .0021361
13 RADIO .00/9883 j .0000179 0 0 0 0 .0000058 0
14 GAS UTILITIES .0023117 .0014723 .0022682 0 0 .0019425 .0000239 .0000232 0
15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0141457 .0057420 .0078623 0 0 .0156393 .0005500 .0003010 .0073070
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0028387 .0019876 .0015364 0 0 .0009961 .0000239 .0000289 0
17 FOOD STORES 0 0 .0195135 0 0 0 0 0 0

-1 18 AUTOMOTIVES 0 .0820819 .0404189 .1047170 0 .0034533 0 0 000 19 FURNITURE 0 0 .0064470 .0830799 0 0 0 0 .0004771
20 EATING $ DRINK 0 .0295936 .0102392 0 0 0 0 0 .0020216
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0069276 .0019912
22 OTHER TRADE .0009471 .0025029 .0686902 .1430910 0 .0516992 .0005979 .0001621 .0171221
23 FINANCE .0006228 .0013987 .0292059 0 0 0 0 0 0
24 INSURANCE .0050906 .0077297 .0024150 0 0 0 .0001674 0 0
25 HOTELS 0 .0169317 .0024183 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 LAWYERS .0028148 .0006625 .0021673 0 0 .0000830 .0000837 .0000405 .0004073
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0120017 .0145760 .0080775 0 0 .0002158 .0001913 .0000868 0
28 AMUSEMENTS .0011858 0 .0029708 0 0 0 0 0 .0013865
29 MIS. REP. 0 .0011779 .0027310 0 0 0 .0000478 .0000174 0
30 MED. SER. 0 0 .0364048 0 0 .0014112 .0084297 .0018404 .0052579
31 EDUCATION .0058212 .0037544 .0151576 0 0 .0143775 .4544857 .0191798 0
32 OTHER SERVICE .0011020 .0555801 .0090211 0 0 .0097289 .0000239 .0000116 .0002051
33 HOUSEHOLDS .5573735 .4726148 .0301730 0 0 .3868311 .1643490 .5228143 0
34 SAVINGS .1005893 .0365872 .0393375 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 FED.GOVT. .0088875 .0105271 .1033602 0 0 .0073880 0 0 0
36 STATE GOVT. .0000120 .0013987 .0332625 0 0 .0198728 .0006696 .0001273 0
37 LOCAL GOVT. .0002515 .0028710 .0079004 0 0 .0038185 .3136561 .0343604 0
38 IMPORTS .1931296 .2421231 .4781707 0 0 .1472947 .0537706 .0167722 0
39 TOTALS 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0800000 1.C1000000 .6707121 1.0000000 1.0000000 1.0000000
444*444************************************************************************************************************************4



Table C. Direct and indirect requirements per dollar final demand change, Region 8, Minnesota, 1978, Type I model

SECTOR NAME 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 CROPS 1.0038829 .3640971 .0099718 .0000028 .0000040 .1541211 .1202650 .0000332 .0000014 .0000018
2 LIVESTOCK .0029247 1.1331322 .0310274 .0000046 .0000049 .4796503 .1154439 .0000131 .0000011 .0000036
3 AG SERVICES .0136428 .0515467 1.0014115 .0000002 .0000003 .0218195 .0063719 .0000010 .0000001 .0000002
4 MINING .0000397 .0000527 .0000542 1.0000514 .0036982 .0000234 .0000274 .0007886 .0003677 .0000038
5 CONSTRUCTION .0084267 .0125218 .0009561 .0091701 1.0024164 .0055258 .0029547 .0021607 .0936339 .0005020
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0001244 .0139045 .0003826 .0000083 .0000079 1.1551760 .0014268 .0000038 .0000013 .0000068
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0167365 .0375437 .0010314 .0000087 .0000087 .0158948 1.0079699 .0000147 .0000017 .0000070
8 OTHER MFG. .0116989 .0091985 .0655458 .0232739 .0631819 .0041990 .0215235 1.0084420 .0346127 .0025432
9 RAIL ROADS. .0003406 .0005441 .0019983 .0088713 .0/15074 .0002585 .0001752 .0000664 1.0479142 .0003441

10 SCHOOL BUS .0016638 .0008216 .0000580 .0001547 .0001480 .0004001 .0002747 .0000690 .0000242 1.0001269
11 TRUCKS .001123/ .0165743 .0064016 .0059357 .0028475 .0095873 .0111312 .0021250 .0061116 .0005413
12 TELEPHONES .0044532 .0058289 .0024231 .00/1230 .0019729 .0028676 .0046137 .0007818 .0004128 .0034440
13 RADIO .0007554 .0006895 .0012517 .0002934 .0002799 .00041819 .0006959 .0000845 .0106617 .0003831
14 GAS UTILITIES .0005319 .0008681 .0010698 .0050076 .0008006 .0091858 .0013396 .0046129 .0011373 .0017944
15 ELECT. WILITIE .0081631 .0200629 .0051656 .0082473 .0028082 .0127329 .0091262 .0047435 .0030462 .0088675
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0003973 .0004941 .0011444 .0012686 .0004081 .0010472 .0015940 .0002003 .0018052 .0010697
17 FOOD STORES .0000081 .0000167 .0002256 .0000003 .0000131 .0000286 .0000028 .0000003 .0000014 .0000046
18 AUTOMOTIVES .0296301 .0173461 .0046031 .0093525 .0067438 .0085968 .0056407 .0010566 .0010251 .0024154

03 19 FURNITURE .0000002 .0000003 .0000000 .0000002 .0000250 .0000001 .0000001 .0000001 .0000023 .0000000
20 EATING $ DRINK .0002114 .0003418 .0015196 .0004556 .0004403 .0001657 .0003219 .0001230 .0002865 .000724/
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0143855 .0122615 .0003522 .0000059 .0000160 .0051903 .0027657 .0002546 .0000087 .0000007
22 OTHER TRADE .0300045 .0445144 .0558082 .0063403 .0025528 .0208479 .0131208 .0016849 .0042953 .0593833
23 FINANCE .0272926 .0372428 .0051981 .0090118 .0173583 .016061/ .0071009 .0001590 .0057341 .0018442
24 INSURANCE .0058991 .0093930 .0034938 .0065524 .0067233 .0050511 .0042963 .0010205 .0117457 .0201355
25 HOTELS .0002493 .0003784 .0026173 .0002937 .0002198 .0001777 .0003162 .0001917 .0001091 .0003840
26 LAWYERS .0004130 .0005230 .0003928 .0001794 .0024059 .0005063 .0009537 .0003863 .0004941 .0125335
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0021403 .0035754 .0274116 .0005479 .0019315 .0016661 .0031210 .0009350 .0088823 .0149372
28 AMUSEMENTS .0000560 .0000280 .0000054 .0000064 .0000092 .0000137 .0000107 .0000531 .0000028 .0000102
29 MIS. REP. .0009404 .0030852 .0048450 .0030904 .0001162 .0013298 .0040567 .0008690 .0000852 .0001739
30 MED. SER. .0000046 .0000072 .0000032 .0000052 .0000056 .0000039 .0000034 .0000095 .0000092 .0000153
31 EDUCATION .0446938 .0220695 .0015583 .0041561 .0039751 .0107470 .0073783 .0018530 .0006512 .0034093
32 OTHERSERVICE .0007518 .0011209 .0024592 .0130872 .0091859 .0006998 .0012950 .0009102 .0013528 .0048421



Table C (continued).

SECTOR NAME 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
***************************************************************************444**************************************************

1 CROPS .0000034 .0000001 .0000023 .0000031 .0000058 .0000024 .0000035 .0000018 .0000038 .0000044
2 LIVESTOCK .0000072 .0000002 .0000036 .0000065 .0000120 .0000019 .0000049 .0000030 .0000051 .0000092
3 AG SERVICES .0000003 .0000000 .0000002 .0000603 .6000006 .0000001 .0000002 .0000001 .0000003 .0000004
4 MINING .0000085 .0000023 .0000218 .0000057 .0000118 .0002327 .0000467 .0000140 .0000485 .0000038
5 CONSTRUCTION .0021601 .0002225 .0015164 .0013832 .0023522 .0522086 .0040021 .0010347 .0024454 .0006230
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0000135 .0000003 .0000063 .0000122 .0000227 .0000025 .0000085 .0000052 .0000085 .0000173
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0000136 .0000003 .0000067 .0000123 .0000228 .0000032 .0000090 .0000062 .0000096 .0000175
8 OTHER MFG. .0007650 .0018843 .0210111 .0008654 .0041186 .0551026 ..0414559 .0132460 .0511033 .0019780
9 RAIL ROADS .0031387 .0011389 .0000567 .0001520 .0030655 .0008571 .0006222 .0001865 .0000881 .0001315

10 SCHOOL BUS .0002528 .0000052 .0001176 .0002284 .0004230 .0000470 .0001579 .0000964 .0001588 .0003220
11 TRUCKS 1.0001053 .0008762 .0000911 .0003799 .0013909 .0004907 .0027817 .0002956 .1381307 .0084813
12 TELEPHONES .0044533 1.0000399 .0087561 .0005625 .00/6853 .0015176 .0025900 .0066237 .0059363 .0033548
13 RADIO .0001149 .0000438 1.0000726 .0002862 .0026279 .0002444 .0009526 .0143828 .0178880 .0029003
14 GAS UTILITIES .00/3850 .0007323 .0007498 1.0070295 .0164114 .0486353 .0445091 .0009334 .0015452 .0006651
15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0249555 .0067544 .0082420 .0005482 1.0006178 .0530284 .1638309 .0070366 .0100845 .0137199
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0004231 .0005299 .0009138 .000/545 .0014691 1.0002040 .0552058 .0006993 .0010510 .0005795
17 FOOD STORES .0000009 .0000000 .0000029 .0000004 .0000008 .0000013 1.0000007 .0000009 .0000006 .0000005

R] 18 AUTOMOTIVES .0010644 .0001520 .0020210 .0015058 .0134121 .0016512 .0036234 1.0195440 .0153154 .0011757
0 19 FURNITURE .0000001 .0000000 .0000000 .0000000 .0000001 .0000013 .0000001 .0000000 1.0000001 .0000000

20 EATING S DRINK .0002672 .0000699 .0007882 .0000858 .0001311 .0001004 .0006172 .0006627 .0167374 1.0066329
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .000,0003 .0000005 .0000053 .0000003 .0000012 .0000139 .0000105 .0000034 .0000130 .0000006
22 OTHER TRADE .0055322 .0001198 .0003311 .0013350 .0056702 .0177738 .0140985 .0280252 .0036258 .0140908
23 FINANCE .0004733 .0002811 .0004061 .0013183 .0040124 .0015509 .0074951 .0008748 .0043123 .0186887
24 INSURANCE .0064107 .0064691 .0065932 .0018663 .0040979 .003830/ .0073499 .0028561 .0094602 .0088625
25 HOTELS .0001559 .0000299 .0004071 .0000427 .0001026 .0000966 .0002485 .0028758 .0016614 .0007573
26 LAWYERS .0033286 .0000672 .0127311 .0015630 .0024338 .0004026 .0011318 .0002967 .0018490 .0004187
27 PERS. $ pus. SE .0006420 .0021014 .0021486 .0009803 .0011807 .0004299 .0162272 .0039020 .0021273 .0009965
28 AMUSEMENTS .0000100 .0000003 .0000109 .0000084 .0000154 .0000045 .0000079 .0000040 .0000087 .0000110
29 MIS. REP. .0000592 .0000213 .0000887 .0013102 .0013288 .0002043 .0128310 .0025436 .0003437 .0138554
30 MED. SER. .0000049 .0000049 .0000052 .0000014 .0000031 .0000034 .0000059 .0000023 .0000076 .0000067
31 EDUCATION .0067901 .0001408 .0031600 .0061363 .0113640 .0012618 .0042407 .0025e84 .0042664 .0086506
32 OTHER SERVICE .0066377 .0000828 .0217734 .0013140 .0016730 .0008052 .0051130 .0024096 .0045793 .0045158



Table C (continued).

- _

SECTOR NAME 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

********************************************************************************************************************************

1 CROPS
2 LIVESTOCK
3 AG SERVICES
4 MINING
5 CONSTRUCTION
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS
8 OTHER MFG.
9 RAIL ROADS

1C SCHOOL BUS
11 TRUCKS
12 TELEPHONES
13 RADIO
14 GAS UTILITIES
15 ELECT. UTILITIE
16 WATER S SANIT.
17 FOOD STORES
18 AUTOMOTIVES
19 FURNITURE
20 EATING $ DRINK
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS
22 OTHER TRADE
23 FINANCE
24 INSURANCE
25 HOTELS
26 LAWYERS
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE
28 AMUSEMENTS
29 MIS. REP.
30 MED. SER.
31 EDUCATION
32 OTHER SERVICE

.1221253 .0000020 .0000021 .0000044 .0000386 .0000004 .0000019 .0000262 .0000008 .0004267

.0391642 .0000037 .0000042 .0000083 .0000401 .0000007 .0000031 .0000258 .0000015 .0004107

.0032571 .0000002 .0000002 .0000004 .0000022 .0000000 .0000002 .0000014 .0000001 .0000227

.0000192 .0000144 .0000226 .0000463 .0000225 .0000074 .0000184 .0000700 .0000130 .0000139

.0C33437 .0025492 .0051622 .01/1837 .0050644 .0014838 .0021575 .0102098 .0030530 .0014100

.0005382 .0000067 .0000078 .0000147 .0000113 .0000012 .0000053 .0000054 .0000027 .0000097

.0031625 .0000078 .0000079 .0000185 .0003104 .0000014 .0000064 .0002035 .0000035 .0035686

.0091115 .0065802 .0049363 .0072626 .0052718 .0025423 .0136393 .0423687 .0024294 .0113047

.0002234 .0052525 .0000922 .000/862 .0002676 .0000344 .0002395 .0003109 .0001424 .0000894

.0011100 .0001254 .0001449 .0002750 .0002028 .0000224 .0000986 .0000950 .0000494 .0000875

.0038075 .0083766 .0000800 .0001509 .0012556 .0000792 .0016144 .0005715 .0011292 .0002277

.0056907 .0058/24 .0027414 .0025943 .0100046 .0057119 .0028975 .0031936 .0042455 .0060555

.0029252 .0043530 .0018099 .0002059 .0004766 .0000515 .0066526 .0058514 .0035155 .0001639

.0038812 .0042681 .0005278 .0020494 .0080604 .0003102 .0022518 .0045192 .0003496 .0007875

.0263899 .0219425 .0036316 .01'21964 .0159780 .0007903 .01/2693 .0223639 .0027836 .0061212

.0025855 .0049022 .0002643 .0014650 .0023716 .0002822 .0055545 .0038918 .0004520 .0006374

.0002763 .0000295 .0000008 .0000019 .0000010 .0002258 .0000008 .0009795 .00000E8 .0000242

.0122181 .0275477 .0008743 .0024187 .0094441 .0009018 .0214353 .0119105 .0157660 .0012104

.0000001 .0000001 .0000001 .0000003 .0000001 .0000000 .0000001 .0000003 .0000001 .0000000

.0002359 .0027781 .0011020 .0043100 .0054078 .0054769 .0205761 .0233533 .0055192 .0011024

1.0019934 ?0000017 .0000013 .0000019 .0000022 .0000007 .0000035 .0000113 .0000006 .0000126

.0133813 1.0061191 .0029932 .0034331 .0281270 .00/5629 .0195864 .0232072 .0181336 .0088080

.0083225 .0156703 1.0130334 .0352715 .0481944 .0026569 .01/7736 .0356472 .0059112 .0122786

.0072500 .0048154 .0014477 1.0127112 .0033678 .0052036 .0095069 .0113922 .0033802 .0057836

.0001788 .0033691 .0001560 .0034985 1.0005878 .0001484 .0032601 .0022805 .0025546 .0002169

.0022477 .0021525 .0026731 .0070278 .0005991 1.0000615 .0007827 .0019790 .0010470 .0015947

.0016432 .0087433 .0052981 .0075884 .0147285 .0009021 1.0226072 .0181806 .0052731 .0097582

.0000384 .0000055 .0000063 .0000128 .0000073 .0004708 .0000043 1.0426593 .0000023 .0000042

.0002985 .0013181 .0000624 .0011371 .0002341 .0007842 .0045989 .0060873 1.0126525 .0029236

.0000056 .0000037 .0006011 .0077666 .0000026 .0000040 .0000073 .0000090 .0000026 1.0213122

.0298169 .0033686 .0038913 .0073876 .0054479 .0006012 .0026492 .0025508 .0013281 .0023506

.0038698 .0066423 .0072494 .0070054 .0070886 .0067966 .0088786 .0056132 .0010445 .0048354

*************************************************************************************
*******************************************



Table C (continued).

SECTOR NAME 31 32

1 CROPS .0005047 .0000033
2 LIVESTOCK .0010597 .0000058
3 AG SERVICES .0000504 .0000003
4 MINING .0000448 .0000182
5 CONSTRUCTION .0063552 .0037093
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0020079 .0000096
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0020086 .0000152
8 OTHER MFG. .0279716 .0060749
9 RAIL ROADS .0010252 .0001083
10 SCHOOL BUS .0374649 .0001793
11 TRUCKS .0017043 .0007895
12 TELEPHONES .0078369 .0026485
13 RADIO .0021900 .0014995
14 GAS UTILITIES .0030/36 .0021174
15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0153923 .0079589
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0030548 .0023628
17 FOOD STORES .0000024 .0000004

rk) 18 AUTOPOTIVES .0009707 .0893801
R) 19 FURNITURE .0000002 .0000001

20 EATING S DRINK .0004084 .0320751
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000215 .0000016
22 OTHER TRADE .0098187 .0065367
23 FINANCE .0014105 .0036392
24 INSURANCE .0063650 .0091443
25 HOTELS .0001292 .0183067
26 LAWYERS .0034640 .0008743
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0131438 .0165929
28 AMUSEMENTS .0012473 .0000067
29 MIS. REP. .0001408 .0020136
30 MED. SER. .0000051 .0000070
31 EDUCATION 1.0063919 .0048169
32 OTHER SERVICE .0017416 1.0596144
4******************************************************************************************************************************4



Table D. Direct and indirect requirements per dollar final demand change, Region 8, Minnesota, 1978, Type II model

********************************************************************************************************************************

SECTOR NAME / 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
*******************************************************************************************************************************4

i CROPS
2 LIVESTOCK
3 AG SERVICES
4 MINING
5 CONSTRUCTION
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS
8 OTHER MFG.
9 RAIL ROADS

10 SCHOOL BUS
11. TRUCKS
12 TELEPHONES
13 RADIO
14 GAS UTILITIES
15 ELECT. UTILITIE
16 WATER S SANIT.
17 FOOD STORES
18 AUT0e0TIVES

03 19 FURNITURE
20 EATING $ DRINK
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS
22 OTHER TRADE
23 FINANCE
24 INSURANCE
25 HOTELS
26 LAWYERS
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE
28 AMUSEMENTS
29 MIS. REP.
30 MED. SER.
31 EDUCATION
32 OTHER SERVICE
33 HOUSEHOLDS

1.0058689 .3655567 .0110224
.0076625 1.1366142 .0335336
.0/38645 .0517097 1.0015288
.0000585 .0000665
.0116792 .0149122
.0028597 .0159148
.0219536 .0413779
.0206099 .0157476
.0013721 .0013021
.0020426 .0011000
.0058576 .0200540
.0070994 .0077737
.0015561 .0012780
.0029906 .0026751
.0170818 .0266177
.0023723 .0019456
.0120626 .0088762
.0572762 .0376646
.0039816 .0029264
.0071957 .0054749
.0144472 .0123069
.0745762 .0772724
.0472953 .0519438
.0083704 .0112092
.0021198 .0017532
.0020586 .0017324
.0085865 .0083130
.0019827 .0014440
.0031723 .0047255
.0229669 .0168834
.0548684 .0295473
.0075233 .0060976
.6175393 .4538598

********************************************************************************************************************************

.0012860 .0013671 .1550020 .1211302 .0008468 .0020576 .0023413

.0030657 .0032566 .4817519 .1175080 .0019541 .0049062 .0055846

.000/435 .0001525 .0219179 .0064685 .0000918 .0002297 .0002614
.0000641 1.0000635 .0037111 .0000317 .0000356 .0007962 .0003871 .0000259
.0026766 .0112714 1.0046487 .0069686 .0043717 .0034931 .0970012 .0043333
.0018296 .0017756 .00/8853 1.1563894 .0026185 .0011245 .0028332 .0032290
.0037910 .0033793 .0035893 .0182090 1.0102428 .0021520 .0054030 .0061525
.0702595 .0290312 .0692977 .0081517 .0254058 1.0120926 .0438382 .0130400
.0025439 .0095377 .0122153 .0007161 .0006246 .0004890 1.0489821 .0015592
.0002584 .0003994 .0004079 .0005681 .0004397 .0002242 .0004164 1.0005731
.0089060 .0089946 .0060969 .0116875 .0131940 .0040647 .0110133 .0061185
.0038229 .0028326 .0037891 .0040414 .0057666 .0018E59 .001524 .0065612
.0016753 .0008107 .0008295 .0007741 .0010447. .0004126 .0114906 .0013263
.0023703 .0065961 .0024880 .0102764 .0024107 .0056202 .0036827 .0046906
.0098833 .0140095 .0089293 .0166890 .0130118 .0083973 .0122798 .0193734
.0021891 .0025446 .0017637 .0019233 .0024545 .0010094 .0038500 .8033962
.0066021 .0077886 .0082865 .0053757 .0052547 .0049388 .0124815 .0142043
.0192271 .0272142 .0257181 .0208601 .0176855 .0123828 .029E473 .0349815
.0021060 .0025725 .0027575 .0017662 .00/7347 .0016311 .0041242 .0046899
.0052141 .0049680 .0052337 .0032637 .0033647 .0029843 .0075173 .0089512
.0003849 .0000458 .0000584 .0052177 .0027926 .0002799 .0000727 .0000734
.0793853 .035/375 .0331435 .0406190 .0325397 .0199451 .0504406 .1118871
.0157789 .0219353 .0310867 .0249339 .0158156 .0083537 .0264430 .0254067
.0048010 .0081491 .0084174 .0061473 .0053730 .0020329 .0143042 .0230466
.0036068 .0015022 .0015036 .0010074 .0011311 .0009580 .0020457 .0025875
.0012633 .0012425 .0035353 .0012363 .0C16707 .0010E04 .0021978 .0144719
.0308214 .0047126 .0063556 .0045255 .0059295 .0035759 .0155561 .0225305
.0010245 .0012512 .0013315 .0008683 .0008500 .0008424 .0019974 .0022797
.0060256 .0015325 .0016480 .0023198 .0050291 .0017834 .0023959 .0028030
.0121496 .0148408 .0157653 .0101895 .0100076 .0094168 .0237822 .0270641
.0069404 .01.17298 .0109582 .0152602 .0118112 .0060213 .0111850 .0153946
.0060411 .0174621 .0138333 .0037035 .0042452 .0036844 .0083634 .0128187
.3266606 .3989831 .4238340 .2739276 .2690485 .2529949 .6393410 .7274385



Table D (continued).

SECTOR NAME 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20..•. •L

1 CROPS .0011190 *0012494 .0015146 .0003934 .0015794 .0015000 .0017547 .0015201 .0021226 .00252062 LIVESTOCK .0C26684 .0029802 .0036113 .0009375 .0037658 .0035744 .0041825 *0036248 .0050596 .0060115v3 AG SERVICES .0001249 .0001395 .0001691 .0000439 40001763 .0001673 .0001958 *0001697 .0002369 .00028144 MINING .0000190 *0000141 .0000361 .0030093 .0000266 .0002469 .0000632 .0000283 .0000685 .00002755 CONSTRUCTION .0039870 .0022683 .0039931 .0020224 .0049292 .0546611 .0068700 .0035211 *0059152 .00474356 DAIRY PRODUCTS *0015500 .0017208 .0020892 *0035498 .0021899 .0020651 .0024204 .0020962 .0029267 .00348277 AG•PRODePROCESS .0029441 .0032818 .0039793 .00.0375 .0041563 .0039370 .0046092 60039944 .0055753 .00662708 OTHER MEG. .0057703 .0074892 .0277966 .0025564 .0111788 .0618218 .0493132 *0200580 .0606097 $01326729 RAIL ROADS .0007180 *0017877 .0008422 .0003547 .0038827 .0016349 .0015316 .0009750 .0011885 .001438210 SCHOOL BUS .0004655 .0002435 .0004061 .0003029 .0007231 .0003326 .0004918 .0003859 .0005629 .000801911 TRUCKS 1.0027647 .0038542 • .0013103 .0051421 .0040607 .0069564 .0039149 .1431816 .014479412 TELEPHONES .0059397 1.0017044 *0107712 .0010825 .0037819 .0035130 .0049233 *0086466 *0087593 *006707213 RADIO .0005646 .0005474 1.0006823 .0004436 .0032623 .0008481 .0016586 *0149948 60187422 .003914614 GAS UTILITIES .0027660 .0022788 .0026220 1.0075126 .0183594 *0504892 .0466770 *0028129 .0041681 .003779915 ELECT. UTILITIE *0299652 $0123642 .0150333 .0023007 1.0076841 .0597534 .1716950 .0138545 .0195992 *0250189
16 s WATER 4 SANIT. .0015325 $0017722 .0024177 .0005426 .0030339 1.0016932 .0569473 .0022091 *0031580 *0030816
17 FOOD STORES .0067720 .0075822 .0091821 .002 692 .0095516 *0090909 1.0106298 .0092159 .0128607 .0152723

n] 18 AUTOMOTIVES .0165933 .0175412 .0230728 .0069384 .0353162 .0224975 .0280004 1.0406780 .0448091 .0362003
19 FURNITURE .0022364 .0025042 .0030317 .0007824 .0031545 .0030034 .0035106 *003(.3436 1.0042475 60050439
20 EATING $ DRINK .0041902 60044629 .0061065 .0014582 .0056647 *0053668 .0067755 .0060018 .0241883 1.0154811
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000350 .0000393 .0000524 .0000124 *0000501 .0000605 .0000650 .0000506 .0000788 .0000789
22 OTHER TRADE .0305682 .0281552 .0342713 .0100935 .0409845 .0513826 .0533996 .0620979 .0511762 60705582
23 FINANCE 00117088 .0128627 .0156376 .0052489 .0198606 .0166338 *0251325 60161658 .0256518 .0440299
24 INSURANCE .0077988 60080235 .0084749 .0023519 *0060559 .0056935 .0095289 .0047453 .0120966 *0119933
25 HOTELS *0012066 .0012065 *0018315 *0004103 400.15846 .0015071 .0018978 .0043057 *0036569 .0031270
26 LAWYERS $0042529 .0011022 .0139842 .0018864 .0037376 60016434 .0025828 .0015546 *0036045 .0025035
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE *0042629 .0061560 *0070572 .0022470 .0062880 .0052906 .0219111 .0088298 .0090043 60091631
28 AMUSEMENTS .0010922 .0012121 *0014780 .0003870 .0015419 .0014573 .0017067 *0014768 .0020641 .0024518
29 MIS. REP. .0013128 $0014251 .0017882 60017488 .0030972 *0018873 .0147990 .0042498 .0027248 *0166830
30 MED. SER6 00129028 .0144481 .0174904 *0045136 .0181963 60173179 60202530 60175558 40245045 00290975
31 EDUCATION .0125052 .0065405 *0109077 .0081357 .0194254 .0089338 *0132121 .0103663 .0151210 .0215407
32 OTHER SERVICE .0104412 60043420 *0269297 40026446 .0070381 .0059111 .0110837 .0075860 *0118033 .0130945
33 HOUSEHOLDS .3468723 .3884283 .4702398 .1213495 64892785 64656494 *5445146 *4720761 .6588086 *7823539
*4114.4114.*****************************************404,41.41.*************41.4.444.41,40.411411•41.411**************************************************



Table D (continued).

SECTOR NAME 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
********************************************************************************************************************************

1 CROPS
2 LIVESTOCK
3 AG SERVICES
4 MINING
5 CONSTRUCTION
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS
7 AG.PROD40PROCESS
8 OTHER MFG.
9 RAILROADS

10 SCHOOL BUS
11 TRUCKS
12 TELEPHONES
13 RADIO
14 GAS UTILITIES
15 ELECT. UTILITIE
16 WATER $ SANIT.
17 FOOD STORES
18 AUTOMOTIVES

cii 19 FURNITURE
20 EATING $ DRINK
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS
22 OTHER TRADE
23 FINANCE
24 INSURANCE
25 HOTELS
26 LAWYERS
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE
28 AMUSEMENTS
29 MIS. REP.
3. MED. SER.
31 EDUCATION
32 OTHER SERVICE
33 HOUSE4OLDS

.0016021

.0037698

.0001768

.0000373

.0076247

.0021646

.0044173
410122866
.0010796
00005010
.0049827
.0120877
.0011069
400099959
.0229989
.0039264
.0094905
.0312074
.0031343
.0109059
.0000508
.0632143
00639407
.0053131

1.0020603
.0018945
.0198030
.0015239
.0019911
.0180788
.0134575
.3124192
.4861338

********************************************************************************************************************************

.1240787 440023562 .0020763 .0013917
00438242 .0056197 00049523 .0033179
00034753 00002631 .0002318 00001553
.0000377 .0000366 .0000422 .0000594
.0065428 .0064045 .0085590 .0134558
.0032286 00032491 .0028646 .0019255
.0082938 00061919 400054565 400036629
40178762 .0171428 .0142428 .0134873
.0012380 00064751 .0011694 .0009067
400014825 00005744 .0005404 .005396
00084643 00139887 400050247 00034582
.0082934 00089490 .0055051 00044428
00037027 .0053021 .0026461 .0007652
400062995 .0071824 .0030956 .0037669
80351621 440325143 00129462 .0164266
.0045281 .0072433 .0023270 440028446
00121329 .0143183 .0125904 .0084226
400394102 .0603180 .0297477 .0217310
400039160 .0047193 400041582 .0027815
.0071054 400110568 .0083963 .0091889
1.0020542 .0000749 .0000658 .0000451
.0572210 1.0589521 400495435 .0345688
.0279967 410393805 1.0339241 .0492444
00096807 .0077446 400040286 1.0144375
00C20186 4.0055863 004321096 .0048052
.0038663 .0041031 .0043917 .0081773
.0079835 .0163843 00120304 60120914
.0019334 .0022892 .0020185 .0013587
.0024937 .0039637 .0023934 .0016962
.0225908 .0272221 .0239829 00168071
.0398244 .0154291 .0145176 .0144950
.0105301 .0146689 .0143215 •C117356
.6073975 .7319994 .6449535 .43:3834

400027752 400013055 400019941 410009411 .0030598
4,0066199 .0031129 .0047202 .0022445 .0066919
.0003099 .0001457 60002212 .0001051. .0003167
410000336 410000307 .0000885 .0000219 .0000387
.0060278 00042924 400134325 .0045929 .0057220
.0038228 .0018008 .0027157 .0012977 .0036361
.0072902 .0034309 .0053727 410024734 00104851
.0149919 .0194883 .0511980 .0066481 .0231184
.0014754 .0009166 .0013329 .0006307 400014568
.0005516 400003472 .0004703 .0002288 .0005897
.0066939 .0047221 400052627 .0033706 .0065046
.0094090 .0046344 .0058155 .0054983 .0095637
410011702 .0071782 .0066447 00038946 00012255
.0037452 .0038656 .0069553 .0015136 .0040470
.0132507 .0171234 .0312008 .0070060 400179452
.0030416 .0068509 .0058487 400013871 .0032558
.0170674 .0079133 .0129236 .0057078 00160055
.0395265 00395820 00393033 00288545 .0378622
.0055624 400026134 400039451 400018850 00052783
.0152346 00251605 00302735 .0088258 .0103617
.0000869 .0000440 .0000725 .0000299 00000945
400638346 400488429 .0673705 400392352 .0678989
440306029 .0249032 00554666 00153810 400387971
.0086562 .0111290 .0138408 00045501 .0090600
400027617 .0044879 400041339 00034402 .002696e

1.0023605 .0018628 .0036095 .0018261 00037763
440099081 1.3268384 440245677 00083250 400183042
.0031625 .0012690 1.0445683 .0009144 .0025584
.0039024 .0060640 .0082987 1.0137092 .0058825
.0320849 .0150796 .0227609 .0108737 1.0517545
60148163 .0093277 .0126322 .0061451 .0158396
400162571 .0133234 .0123227 400042504 00138127
.8627711 .4053481 406118802 .2923618 408187014



Table D (continued).

*******************************************************************************************************************************,
SECTOR NAME 31 32 33

***************************************************************************************4#444****44444.44****44444444444**44444444

1 CROPS .0029284 .0022887 .0039359
2 LIVESTOCK .0068415 .0054577 .0093893
3 AG SERVICES .0003211 .0002555 .00E4395
4 MINING .0000677 .0000398 .0000371
5 CONSTRUCTION .0103243 .0074520 .0064457
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0053460 .0031573 .00542C9
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0083752 .0060186 .0103390
8 OTHER MFG. .0388460 .0163290 .0176595
9 RAIL ROADS .0022839 .0012953 .0020441
10 SCHOOL BUS .0379271 .0006152 .0007506
11 TRUCKS .0074821 .0062377 .0093828
12 TELEPHONES .0110662 .0056935 .0052442
13 RADIO .0031671 .0024208 .0015868
14 GAS UTILITIES .0060139 .0049466 .0048724
15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0262761 .0182218 .0176748
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0054650 .0046355 .0039140
17 FOOD STORES .0147129 .0138719 .0238893

1\3 18 AUTOMOTIVES .0347082 .1211932 .0547883
CO 19 FURNITURE .0048587 .0045815 .0078901

20 EATING $ DRINK .0089315 .0401120 .0138411
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000969 .0000727 .0001224
22 OTHER TRADE .064Z112 .0578266 .0883309
23 FINANCE .0258205 .0266569 .0396408
24 INSURANCE .0093807 .0119880 .0048974
25 HOTELS .0024119 .0204592 .0037070
26 LAWYERS .005472/ .0027679 .0032611
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .02/0103 .0240107 .0127748
28 AMUSEMENTS .0035984 .0022237 .0038181
29 MIS. REP. .0028645 .0045819 .0044231
30 MED. SER. .0280268 .0264304 .0455061
31 EDUCATICN 1.0188083 .0165251 .0201638
32 OTHER SERVICE .0100051 1.0674065 .0134195
33 HOUSEHOLDS .7536049 .7106183 1.2238213
4*******************************************************************************************************************************



Table E. Direct and indirect requirements per dollar final demand change, Region 8, Minnesota, 1978, Type Ill model

************************************************************4444**********************************4344**************************

SECTOR NAME 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
**********************************************************A********************************************************444*********4

i CROPS 1.0359386 .3655934 .0110295 .0012979 .0013790 .1550205 .1211442 .0008532 .0020685 .0023573

2 LIVESTOCK .0078284 1.1367016 .0335507 .0030939 .0032850 .4817959 .1175412 .0019E94 .0049320 .0056228

3 AG SERVICES .0138723 .0517138 1.0015296 .601448 .0001538 .0219200 .0064701 .0000926 .0002309 .0002632'

4 MINING .0030595 .0000670 .0006642 1.04100637 .0037113 .0000320 .0000358 .0007963 .0003872 .0000261

5 CONSTRUCTION .01/8660 .0150106 .0026959 .0113032 1.0046807 .0070181 .0044091 .0035104 .0970303 .0043763

6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0029564 .0159657 .0018395 .0017920 .0019019 1.1564150 .0026378 .0(311334 .0028483 .0032512

7 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0221369 .0414745 .0038100 .0034105 .0036208 .0182577 1.0102795 .0021E89 .0054316 .0061947

8 OTHER MFG. .02/0928 .0160020 .0703093 .0291134 .0693805 .0082798 .0255024 1.0121372 .0439136 .0131511

9 RAIL ROADS .00/4222 .0013286 .3125491 .0095462 .0122239 .0007294 .0006346 .0004936 1.0489899 .0015707

10 SCHOOL BUS .0020778 .0011185 .0562620 .0034054 .0004140 .0005774 .0004468 .0002274 .0004219 1.00058/2

11 TRUCKS .006C441. .0201522 .0089252 .0090264 .0061289 .0117369 .0132313 .0040819 .0110424 .0061613

12 TELEPHONES .0072606 .0078587 .0038395 .0028601 .0038167 .0040842 .0057989 .0018E08 .0031776 .0065983

13 RADIO .0015985 .0013003 .0016797 .0008179 .0008368 .0007854 .0010532 .0004/65 .0114972 .0013360

14 GAS UTILITIES .0031783 .0027746 .0023897 .6066281 .0025202 .0103262 .0024483 .0056375 .0037120 .0047338

15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0180763 .0271415 .0099859 .0141787 .0090998 .0169527 .0132109 .0084891 .0124349 .0196021

16 WATER $ SANIT. .0024947 .0020101 .0022017 .0025655 .0017846 .0019557 .0024796 .0010207 .0038691 .0034244

17 FOOD STORES .0124832 .0090977 .0066455 .0078602 .6083586 .0054872 .0053389 .0049776 .0125471 .0143011

DJ 18 AUTOMOTIVES .0584815 .0382995 .0193514 .0274193 .0259248 .0211797 .0179268 .0124940 .0298353 .0352587
4 19 FURNITURE .004120.5 .0029996 .0021204 .6025962 .0027813 .0018030 .0017625 .0016440 .0041459 .0047218

20 EATING $ DRINK .0074581 .0056131 .0052412 .0050127 .0052787 .0033333 .0034173 .0030385 .0075582 .0090116

21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0144494 .0123C81 .0003851 .0000462 .0000588 .0052183 .0027930 .0002801 .0000730 .0000739

22 OTHER TRADE .0782151 .0791892 .0797606 .0357567 .0337674 .0415839 .0332681 .02028/1 .0510083 .1127240

23 FINANCE .0480321 .0523319 .0158549 .0220607 .0312130 .0251292 .3159631 .0084217 .0265580 .0255761

24 INSURANCE .0684781 .0112660 .0048121 .0081674 .0084359 .0061758 .0053945 .0020428 .0142210 .0230713

25 HOTELS .0021997 .0017952 .0036150 .0015158 .0015173 .0010286 .001147/ .0009654 .0020581 .0026058

26 LAWYERS .0021280 .0017689 .0012705 .0012544 .0035472 .00/2547 .00/6846 .0010669 .0022086 .0144879

27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0088543 .0084540 .0368490 .0047582 .0064016 .0045965 .0059831 .0036006 .0155978 .0225921

28 AMUSEMENTS .0320506 .0014798 .0010315 .0012627 .0013432 .0008864 .0008636 .0008486 .0020080 .0022954

29 MIS. REP. .0032553 .0047693 .0060341 .0015466 .0016622 .00234/9 .0050457 .0017911 .0024089 .0028221

30 MED. SER. .0238253 .0173355 .0122382 .0149869 .0159125 .0104171 .0101795 .0094960 .0239161 .0272615

31 EDUCATION .0558156 .0300463 .0070381 .0108910 .0111206 .0155114 .0120008 .0061688 .0113328 .0156124

32 OTHER SERVICE .0081863 .0064469 .0061095 .0175750 .3139470 .0038793 .0043779 .0037456 .0084668 .0129712

33 HOUSEHOLDS .6393827 .4652083 .3288821 .4026493 .4275275 .2796399 .2733610 .2549839 .6427021 .7323932

34 LOCAL GOVT. .0397311 .0209293 .0)40970 .00676/4 .0068116 .0105348 .0079533 .0036681 .0061986 .0091376
********************************************************************************************************************************



Table E (continued).
*******************************************************************************************************************************4

SECTOR NAME 11 12 . 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

1 CROPS .0Z11335 .012556 .0.15267 .3L.4L36 .0016022 .0015089 .0017688 .0015309 .0021388 .0025444
2 LIVESTOCK .0327030 .3029951 .00364CC .0E9618 .0038202 .0035958 .0042162 .0036506 .0050981 .0060683
3 AG SERVICES .0001265 .0001402 .0001704 .000450 .0001788 .0001683 .0001974 .0001709 .0002387 .0002841
4 MINING .0000192 .0000142 .0000362 .0020395 .0000269 .0002470 .0000634 .0000285 .0000687 .0000279
5 CONSTRUCTION .0040259 .0022851 .0040254 .0220497 .0049904 .0546852 .0069079 .0035501 .0059586 .0048075
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0i,15702 .0017295 .0:121060' .f.5639 .C622216 .0020775 .0024400 .0021112 .0029491 .0035/58
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0029823 .3032983 .0040/11 .0010643 .0042164 .0039606 .0046464 .0040229 .0056179 .0066898
8 OTHER MFG. .0058710 .0075326 .0278803 .0026271 .0113371 .0618840 .0494113 .0201331 .0607218 .0134327
9 RAIL ROADS .0007285 .0017922 .3008509 .00_3620 .0038991 .0016413 .0015418 .0009828 .0012061 .0014554
10 SCHOOL BUS .0004729 .3002467 .0004/22 .033080 .0007347 .0003371 .c304990 .0003914 .00057/1 .0008140
11 TRUCKS 1.0328336 .3038709 .0337286 .0013376 .0052032 .0040847 .0069942 .0039439 .1432249 .0145433
12 TELEPHONES .0059733 1.0017189 .0107991 .0011061 .0038348 .0035337 .0049561 .0086716 .0087967 .0067625
13 RADIO .0035735 .00055/2 1.0006897 .0024498 .0032762 .3008536 .Zu16672 .2150014 .0187523 .3039292
14 GAS UTILITIES .0028052 .0022957 .0326546 1.0075401 .3184210 .0505/33 .0467151 .0028421 .0042117 .0038443
/5 ELECT. UTILITIE .0301726 .0124535 .0152056 .0024464 1.0680102 .0598815 .1718970 .0140091 .0198299 .0253597
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0015580 .3017832 .0024389 .E3.5605 .0030740 1.0017090 .0569721 .0022281 .0031864 .003123E
17 FOOD STORES .0068597 .0076206 .0092550 .0024308 .0096895 .0091450 1.0107152 .0092813 .0129583 .0154164
18 AUTOMOTIVES .0168446 .0/76495 .0232816 .0071149 .0357114 .0226527 .0282452 1.0408655 .0450887 .0366133
19 FURNITURE .0022653 .0025167 .0030558 .0038027 .0032000 .0030213 .0035389 .0030652 1.0042797 .0050915
26 EATING $ DRINK .0042450 .0044865 .0061520 .0014967 .0057508 .0054006 .0068288 .0060426 .0242492 1.0155711
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000354 .000C395 .0000528 .0000127 .0000509 .0000608 .0000654 .0000509 .0000794 .0000796
22 OTHER TRADE .0313270 .0284821 .0349017 .0126264 .0421776 .0518512 .0541387 .0626E38 .0520204 .0718052
23 FINANCE .0118625 .0129289 .0157653 .0053568 .6201622 .0167286 .0252822 .0/62804 .0258227 .0442824
24 INSURANCE .0078213 .0080332 .0084936 .0023677 .6060912 .0057074 .0095508 .0047620 .0121216 .0120303
25 HOTELS .0012232 .0012137 .0018453 .00,.:4220 .00/6108 .0015173 .0019140 .0043181 .003E755 .0031544
26 LAWYERS .0242674 .0011684 .0139962 .0018965 .0037604 .0016524 .0025969 .0015654 .0036207 .0025273
27 PERS. $ BUS. SE .0043187 .0061801 .0071036 .0022863 .0063758 .0053250 .0219655 .0088714 .0090664 .0092548
28 AMUSEMENTS .0011064 .0012182 .0014898 .00 3969 .6015642 .0014660 .0017205 .00/4874 .0020799 .0024751
29 MIS. REP. .0013302 .0014326 .0018026 .0017609 .0031244 .0018980 .0148159 .0042627 .0027441 .0167114
33 MED. SER. .0130818 .0145252 .0176391 .0046393 .0184777 .0174284 .0204273 .0/76893 .0247036 .0293916
31 EDUCATION .0127027 .0066256 .0110718 .0082744 .0197360 .0090558 .0134045 .0105136 .0153407 .0218653
32 OTHER SERVICE .0105795 .00440/6 .0270446 .0027417 .6072555 .0059965 .0112184 .0076891 .0119571 .0133217
33 HOUSEHOLDS .3513650 .39-L13639 .4739718 .1245E43 .4963418 .4684233 .5488938 .4754260 .6638065 .7897361
34 LOCAL GOVT. .0082856 .0035696 .0068827 .0058181 .0130262 .0051157 .0080707 .0061780 .0092173 .0136144
********************************************************************************************************************************



Table E (continued).

SECTOR NAME 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

1 CROPS .1241243 .0023721 .0020916 .0014083 .0016169 .0027896 .0013154 .0020071 .0009474 .0030757
2 LIVESTOCK .0439327 .0056577 .0049887 .0033575 .0038050 .0066544 .0031364 '0047511 .0022595 .0067298
3 AG SERVICES .0034803 .0002648 .0002335 .0001572 .00C1784 .0003115 .0001468 .0002226 .0001058 .0003184
4 MINING .0000383 .0000368 .0000424 .0000597 .0000375 .0000338 .0000309 .0000887 .0000220 .0000390
5 CONSTRUCTION .0066650 .0064473 .0086000 .0135003 .0076644 .0060666 .0043188 .0134672 .0046096 .0057647
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0032918 .0032712 .0028858 .0019486 .0021851 .0038429 .0018144 .0027336 .0013063 .0036582
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0084139 .0062339 .0054968 .0037067 .0044563 .0073283 .0034568 .0054068 .0024899 .0105271
8 OTHER MFG. .0181922 .0172534 .0143488 .0136025 .0123892 .0150922 .0195566 .0512878 .0066916 .0232289
9 RAIL ROADS .0012708 .0064866 .0011804 .0009187 .0010902 .0014859 .0009236 .0013422 .0006352 .0014683
10 SCHOOL BUS .0015056 .0005825 .0005482 .0005480 .0005085 .0005589 .0003522 .0004768 .0002319 .0005977
11 TRUCKS .0085863 .0140314 .0050656 .0035026 .0050223 .0067326 .0047484 .0052973 .0033874 .0065472
12 TELEPHONES .0083989 .0089859 .0055404 .0044813 .0121220 .0094425 .0046572 .0058455 .0455128 .0096006
13 RADIO .0037305 .0053118 .0026555 .007753 .0011159 .0011790 .0071842 .0066526 .0b38984 .0012352
14 GAS UTILITIES .0064224 .0072254 .0031368 .0038117 .0100358 .0037842 .0038921 .0069902 .0015305 .0040899
15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0358128 .0327420 .0131644 .0166637 .0232101 .0134574 .0172640 .0313857 .0070954 .0181726
16 WATER S SANIT. .0046081 .0072714 .0023538 .0028738 .0039524 .0030670 .0068682 .0058715 .0013981 .0032838
17 FOOD STORES .0124081 .0144146 .0126827 .0085229 .0095798 .0171548 .0079727 .0130018 .0057456 .0161017
18 AUTOMOTIVES .0401990 .0605940 .0300122 .0220184 .0314635 .0397771 .0397524 .0395274 .0289629 .0381378ro 19 FURNITURE .0040069 .0047512 .0041887 .0028146 .0031638 .0055913 .0026330 .0039709 .0018975 .0053101U3
2C EATING $ DRINK .0072771 .0111169 .0084539 .0092515 .0109617 .0152892 .025/976 .0303223 .0088494 .0104218
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS 1.0020556 .0000754 .0000663 .0000456 .0000513 .0000874 .0000443 .0000729 .0000301 .0000950
22 OTHER TRADE .0596022 1.0597855 .0503419 .0354365 .0639874 .0645909 .0493573 .0680470 .0395623 .0687311
23 FINANCE .0284788 .0395492 1.0340857 .0494201 .0640973 .0307560 .0250073 .0556036 .0154473 .0389656
24 INSURANCE .0097512 .0077693 .0040522 1.0144631 .0053360 .0086786 .0111443 .0138609 .0045598 .0090846
25 HOTELS .0020709 .0056046 .0021271 .0048242 1.0020773 .0027783 .0044992 .0041487 .0034474 .0027150
26 LAWYERS .0039117 .0041189 .0044069 .0081938 .00/9093 1.0023750 .0018726 .0036224 .0018323 .0037922
27 PERS. S BUS. SE .0081587 .0164456 .0120892 .0121553 .0198599 .0099638 1.0268763 .0246175 .0083490 .0183655
28 AMUSEMENTS .0019778 .0023048 .0020334 .0J13749 .0015384 .0031766 .0012786 1.0445809 .0009205 .0025740
29 MIS. REP. .0025481 .0039827 .0024116 .00:7160 .0020088 .0039197 .0060757 .0083142 1.0137167 .0059015
30 MED. SER. .0231525 .0274187 .0241712 .0170117 .0182612 .0322634 .0152010 .0229205 .0109508 1.0519508
31 EDUCATION .0404442 .0156460 .0/47254 .0147209 .0/36587 .0150132 .0094616 .0128083 .0062302 .0160562
32 OTHER SERVICE .0109640 .0148207 .0144670 .0118937 .0125601 .0163949 .0134171 .0124459 .0043130 .0139643
33 HOUSEHOLDS .6214948 .7369328 .6496800 .4365202 .4907106 .867249C .4083932 .6158851 .2942983 .8236288
34 LOCAL GOVT. .0259988 .0090984 .0087168 .0094735 .0084408 .0082584 .0056159 .0073859 .0035714 .0090872
********************************************************************************************************************************



Table E (continued).

********************************************************************************************************************************
SECTOR NAME 31 32 33 34

********************************************************************************************************************************

1 CROPS .0029413 .0023062 .0039550 .0017679
LIVESTOCK .0068723 .0054996 .0094348 .0042141

3 AG SERVICES .0003225 .0002574 .0004416 .0001973
4 MINING .0000679 .0000400 .0000374 .0000268
5 CONSTRUCTION .0103590 .0074992 .0064969 .0047436
6 DAIRY PRODUCTS .0053639 .0031817 .0054474 .0024535
7 AG.PROD.PROCESS .0084093 .0060649 .0103894 .0046575
8 OTHER MFG. .0389357 .0164509 .0177921 .0122649
9 RAIL ROADS .0022932 .0013079 .0020579 .0012730

10 SCHOOL BUS .0379336 .0006241 .0007603 .0008955
11 TRUCKS .0075/67 .0062847 .0094340 .0047348
12 TELEPHONES .0110961 .0057342 .0052884 .0040947
13 RADIO .0031750 .0024315 .0015984 .0010778
14 GAS UTILITIES .0060488 .0049940 .0049240 .0047691
15 ELECT. UTILITIE .0264609 .0184728 .0179478 .0252570
16 WATER $ SANIT. .0054878 .0046664 .0039477 .0031084
17 FOOD STORES .0147911 .0139780 .0240048 .0106817
18 AUTOMOTIVES .0349322 .1214974 .0551192 .0306114

o 
CA)

19 FURNITURE .0048846 .0046166 .0079283 .0035274
20 EATING $ DRINK .0089803 .0401783 .0139132 .0066659
21 GRAIN ELEVATORS .0000973 .0000732 .0001230 .0000560
22 OTHER TRADE .0648875 .0587449 .0893300 .0924156
23 FINANCE .0259575 .0268428 .0398431 .0187131
24 INSURANCE .0094008 .0120152 .0049270 .0027372
25 HOTELS .0024268 .0204794 .0037289 .0020284
26 LAWYERS .0054850 .0027854 .0032802 .0017632
27 PERS. S BUS. SE .0210601 .0240782 .0128484 .0068006
28 AMUSEMENTS .0036111 .0022408 .0038368 .0017259
29 MIS. REP. .0028799 .0046029 .0044459 .0021089
30 MED. SER. .0281864 .0266470 .0457418 .0217989
31 EDUCATION 1.0189844 .0167641 .0204238 .0240555
32 OTHER SERVICE .0101283 1.0675738 .0136016 .0168377
33 HOUSEHOLDS .7576090 .7160551 1.2297364 .5471266
34 LOCAL GOVT. .0073844 .0100267 .0109088 1.0090297






